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This is how Eastridge Shopping Center looked last veal when many of
MSC’s departments put on exhibits. This year more than 35 departments will
be represented at the showing titled "University on Parade." See story on page
3.

Credit/no credit challenged

Council recommends grades
A policy recommendation on credit
no credit grades was approved by
Academic Council after a long and
extended battle over what it meant,
and how it applied.
The policy is to go to Pres. John H.
Bunzel for final action.
"A. B, C. D, F. shall be the basic
grading system at California State
University, San Jose and shall apply
(except as provided below) to all
course work acceptable toward a
degree program," stated the proposal.
The strong wording of "shall be"
rather than "may be" divided the
council, and produced long debates
on the issue. The word "shall" won
out.
Credit no credit grades shall be
sued in:
Field work,
projects, individual
Thesis,
studies or directed reading,
Internships,
Course credit received by
challenge examination.
However, workshops and activity
courses have the option of choosing
to take credit no credit grades.
"Work shop" classes would be considered to mean classes in the Continuing Edication Department, Dean
Bohn of that department, opposed
having his work shops come under
the new ruling.
Bohn believes returning -to-school
teachers taking these courses will not
be allowed to receive a grade, thus
they would not he eligible for credit

toward a salary increase.
Members of the board disagreed
with him, and another long debate
broke out, until finally he was voted
down.
Credit no credit grades will not be
used in computing grade points,
should one take the otpion.
A, B, C, No credit will be used in
General Education, the proposal
stated.
"An upper-division student shall
have the option of taking a maximum
total of 12 semester units, outside of
the major or minor, on the the basis
of credit no credit for elective
purposes," the report continued.
"The student shall elect this option
at the registration period and may
with in the first four weeks of
instruction change his option from
credit no credit to a traditional
grading system."
The next line of the report set some
confusion among members of the
council.
"A student may accumulate a
maximum of 60 semester units credit
no credit grades toward the Baccalaureate degree."
How can a student accumnulate 60
semester units of credit no credit as
an upper
division student he is
only allowed to take 24 units.
Why aren’t lower dvision students
allowed to take credit no credit
courses?
What are General Education elective courses? Can P.E. be used as a

Ryan Act affects
future instructors
By IACKIE EASLEY
Major changes in California state
teacher credentialing requirements
may have a drastic effect on students
now enrolled in credential programs,
according to two representatives of
the Student California Teachers Association (SCTA).
At a recent meeting of the
California Commission for Teacher
Preparation and Credential Licensing held at San lose State
University, students Allan Nolan
and Michael Millerick expressed
concern over what they think is a
"lack of communication" on the state
college level of the implications of the
1970 Ryan Act.
The act, also known as the Teacher
Preparation and Credentialing Act of
1970, will go into effect in September,
1974. It restruct urea credentialing requirements under the existing Fisher
Act of 1960, and redefines the types
of credentials to be granted.
At the present time, the Fisher Act
sets up mimimun legal standards by
which an elementary or secondary
education student may receive a
teaching credential.
According to Millerick, president
of SCTA, a majority of students
working towards a credential have
not been informed of the changes in
the law, and will not be prepared to
make needed study programs
changes necessary under the Ryan
Act.
"In order to get a credential,"

Millerick said, "you have to go
through a preparation process. Historically, that process has been in a
non -education major, meaning some
major other than in education...and
then, above that, a fifth year of
professional preparation, meaning
education classes and student
teaching."
"The new law," he said, "has its
own set of requirements for credentialing. They are dramatically
different from those that exist. The
law that was passed becomes completely effective when the credentialing commission decides it has
adequately interpreted all the facets
of the law."
Under the Ryan Act, the 15member commission on teacher
licensing and credentialing is appointed by the governor to interpret
the law. The commission is made up
of teachers, administrators, and community members with a special
interest in education.
According to Millerick, the commission "has total authority over
institutions that are preparing
teachers, in that they can mandate
what their program must look like.
They will be the highly most
powerful body in the field of
education in California."
He explained SCTA is an organized
student association which functions
to help the credentialing commission
interpret the law in the students’ best
interests.
(Continued on page 6.)

credit no credit option, since grading
one’s physical ability is not
something one can control?
New College and other experimental programs were excluded from the
entire proposal. The report passed

By PETER 110v% RH
Board of
LOS ANGELES-1
Trustees committee, proposed
yesterday the creation of a California
State University and Colleges consortium and an increase in parking
rates at campus lots.
The Education Policy Committee
also approved the establishment of a
professional degree program in
performing arts, while the Finance
Committee recommended the full
board to move to bring to CSUC
residency requirements in line with
uniform state regulation.
Each of these resolutions will be
acted on by the full board in today’s
meeting.
The Education Policy chairman,
W.O. Weissich said, "There is a
vacuum in this state," and asked,
"What’s going to fill it?"
Filling that vacuum, if the committee’s resolution is implemented,
would be a system-wide consortium
that could in effect turn the CSUC
system into one big university, which
could mobilize its resources to
provide regional and statewide
programs for individuals not served
by existing programs.
While individual campuses would
continue to offer degrees, a student
might, under certain situations, obtain regional statewide "consortium
degrees."
Transferring between campuses
would be made easier than now.
Much of the committee’s concern is
over "Highly mobile adult
Californians who are interested in
continuing their education toward
bachelors and masters degrees as
part-time students in evening oncampus or external programs."
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke said
yesterday the purpose of the consortium is to make available
Continued on page 6

Alvisans battle
to regain city
By LAURA I) \ 1 FUN
. ,ifit their city
Residents of Ak
back, chuckholed streets, faulty
sewers and all. The city of San lose
isn’t letting them have it, tor a while
at least.
Monday’s City Council meeting
became a battleground once again
between Alvisans and "big daddy"
San lose. A motion which would de’
annex the small community located
near Highway 237 met with i3 -to -3
vote. Councilman Walter Hays was
absent; Mayor Norman Mineta,
Councilmen Roy Naylor and Joseph
Gotta voted against the motion; and
David Goglio, Al Garza and Janet
Hayes voted for it.
Two resolutions, one declaring
Alviso a disaster area and another
asking for state and federal funds to
aid the city, were passed. Councilman Garza said the emergency
money would go to aid residents put
out by flooding and mud slides. He
doubted the money could be used for
needed capital improvements.
Procedures to de-annex the city
were referred to the administration
for investigation. According to City
Attorney Ferdinand Palla, deannexation procedures shouldn’t be
implemented until a suit, now in the
appelate courts, is decided.
Palls said although there is no
court precedent, if the city loses the
suit "there is a risk of personal
liability."
Councilman Goglio, who made the
motion to drop the suit, thereby

giving Ak isu loick its !urine’ status,
said if the city loses, it could cost
each council member $300,000. "1
don’t know about the rest of you, but I
can’t afford $300,000." he said.
The suit, Conales vs. San lose
questions the election four years agu.
which consolidated Alviso with San
Jose. Manuel Gonzalez, a law student
at Lincoln University, said it
revolves around the question of
whether residents of Alviso or outsiders voted for the consolidation. He
said there was only a margin of nine
or so votes.
The suit was brought to court and
won, but a mistrial was declared.
Palls predicted the case would come
up in about a month.
Requests for the city of San Jose to
make needed capital improvements
have ben confronting the council for
four years. Storm drains, street improvements, better sewage facilities
and lighting have been the main requests.
Alviso residents questioned the
funding priority of the council, "Why
should we sit by and have big daddy
call for funds when we could do it on
our own?" asked Pam Valera,
spokeswoman for the residents.
She added, "Alviso community
members are working for one thing.
We work for ourselves and by
ourselves; we want to be Alvisol"
Councilwoman Hayes said, "I feel
we really can’t afford them." Goglio
stated emphatically several times,
"let Alviso go!"

McCloskey raps
Nixon priorities
By LINDA MALLIGO
Rep. Paul "Pete" McCLoskey
believes that environmental protection is not one of the top priorities of
the Nixon administration.
In his speech Saturday night as
part of the Willow Glen High School
Earth Week program, McCloskey, R 17th district, asserted "the top
priority of the Nixon administration
is the success of big business.
"The administration is full of

23-10.

Credential
change eased
by officials
With full implementation of the
Ryan Act still a year and a half away,
administrators in the San Jose State
University School of Education have
already taken steps to ease the shock
of transition.
"We’re concerned about the
student, too," said Dr. Donald). Leu,
dean of education. "The teacher
preparation and licensing commission has no intention of being
punitive. That is not the intention of
the legislature, the university, or the
School of Education."
According to Dr. Leu, a student
now enrolled in the SISU credential
program may elect to fulfill credentialing requirements under either the
Ryan or the Fisher Act.
"Most will complete their degrees
under the Fisher Act," he said. "Thy
Ryan Act will affect freshmen and
sophomores."
Jim Baumsn
Dr. Leu enumerated three basic
Rep. McCloskey discusses environment
changes between the new legislation
and the 1960 Fisher Act.
Approved program concepts,
with the individual university responsible for its particular program.
A cooperative program with
local school districts.
Fourth year students now
granted a Bachelor of Arts degree and
a preliminary credential.
The later change affords credential
students more options for fifth year
incomplete because a number of
By BILL PATERSON
study programs. Under the Fisher
procedures must be followed, injasper Construction Co., the conAct, the fifth year had been devoted troversial Duncan Hall Science cluding the test, before a final report
to teacher education and student
Building general contractor, has could be released.
teaching.
Friel explained the state demanded
refused state demands to replace a
Under the Ryan Act, credentials wall of cabinets which collapsed on Jasper make corrections, although
will be granted in multiple subject students Ian. 3.
the investigation is incomplete.
areas (elementary education), single
This is what San lose State because "you have to go through the
education), University Executive Dean C.Grant
(secondary
subjects
motions."
special instruction (special Burton as well as Gilbert Friel, of the
Friel said he had no idea if Jasper
education), and designated subject
state’s Office of Architecture and
would be sued by the state. He did
areas (more than one subject).
Construction, revealed yesterday.
reveal, however, that jasper has
Dr. Clay Andrews, department
They said Werner jasper, president "some money on account" with the
chairman of elementary education, of Jasper Construction, also refused state.
outlined a new liberal studies major to install support brackets in all DunFriel added the state would make
created under the Ryan Act.
can Hall cabinets.
the corrections if jasper failed to
and
En"The Social Science
According to Dean Burton, the comply. He said he expects it will
vironmental Studies Departments state’s director of the Department of take six to eight weeks before actual
have shifted their majors to fit into a General Services informed jasper on corrections are made.
liberal studies program and other March 6 that his company had 10
Jasper was unavailable for
departments will eventually do the days to make corrections and bring comment, failing to return a Daily
same," he said.
the shelving up to contract stancall.
He described the 45-48 unit dards.
The cabinet mishap occurred early
Burton said jasper has failed to in the morning of fan. 3 in room 450
program as having two partsone
comply
with the request.
for students aiming for a multiple
while bilogy students were taking an
Friel
confirmed
subject credential and the other for
Burton’s examination. Two students, pinned
statements
but
a
liberal
arts
said the investigation momentarily under the wreckage,
students who wish
is not complete. Ha explained the were treated and released by the
education.
According to Andrews. the first cabinets have not been tested to student health center for inhalation
part of the study plan includes nine to determine whether they were of formalin fumes.
12 units in each of four areas: English overloaded or constructed of
Controversy developed a week
speech -communication; substandard materials.
and
later when Dr. Joseph Young,
He said he expects the test would
mathematics and natural science;
chairman of the
"i"lfiftY
social science; and humanities and take some time.
Department, charged the cabinets
"In a month there ought to be
fine arts.
were constructed of substandard
something happening," he added.
(Continued on page 6)
materials.
Friel said the investigation is still

Contracto r refuses
to replace cabinets

conversation regarding the environment," he contended."They talk
a lot about the problems of the environment, but its actions do not
show such concern."
McCloskey cited the President’s
cutbacks of funds for the Environmental Protection Agency, his
initial opposition to the Environmental Policy Act and his lack
of sympathy for the strengthening of
anti -pollution standards as being
"fairly typical of the President’s
general attitude concerning these
problems.
"But we are very favored to have
William Ruckelhaus as the chief administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency," he went on,
"because he has been trying to buck
these priorities."
McCloskey also warned the
audience not to consider those opposing environmental and
conservation programs as "evil
people." He said most of those that
environmentalists will be confronting are reasonable people also.
"We are past the stage where there
are stiU people who are not aware of
the environmental problems we
face," he said. He mentioned recent
trends in the United States as being
indicative of this awareness.
"In the past three or four years
since the first Earth Day, we have
been making major progress in the
area of environmental awareness,"
he stated.
"The birth rate in the United States
has been stabilized, and the idea of
zero population growth is the
prevailing attitude in places like this
across the country."
McCloskey expressed the hope
that the environmental movement
has not been "just another fad" and
emphasized the need for Americans
to recognize what he sees as the
"great underlying question that the
nation must face."
That question, he stated, is that
after acquiring the standard of living
the United States has achieved, we
must continue such growth.
"We have put such emphasis on
growth in the past years," he said,
"but big shiny automobiles really
don’t mean much to the real happiness of being.
"It is a question turning away from
growth. We must limit the size of
automobiles and turn to gas
rationing and gas taxes as a means
of changing lifestyles to move away
from continued use of the auto for
transportation."
McCloskey also emphasized the
need for mass transportation and an’
economy where people don’t live 30
miles away from where they work."
He admitted these proposals would
most affect those who are already
disadvantaged
because
the
automobile has served as a means for
equality of opportunity to these
people. But he believes a responsible
alternative program could ease such
ill effects.
Speaking of Willow Glen High
School as being one of the leaders in
environmental education, he issued a
challenge to the students. This
challenge involved the cleaning of the
San Francisco Bay Wildlife Refuge,
which he described as being "littered
with garbage and old tires."
The fourth annual Earth Week at
the San lose High School was
presented by the Environmental
Studies Department under the direction of Frank Shiny. The program
grew out the first Earth Day
iibservance in 1970.

Editorial.

Daily Forum

Rutledge treated unfairly by press
Kenneth Rutledge probably did cartilage in his right knee.
But the small press conference
not think about what the press
coverage of his return to the U.S. formula didn’t work either.
In at least two instances, what
from Sweden would be like. But
was said at that press conference
he learned quickly.
Rutledge learned what it is like was distorted.
The San Jose Mercury is the
to be misquoted after his first
press conference attended by first offender.
It displayed the following
some 80 reporters in his attorney’s office the day following headline over its story about the
press conference:
his return from Sweden.
"Protester Flunks Physical:
About one month after that
press conference the charge of Sweden Draft Trip in Vain."
The word "flunk" has some unfailure to report for induction
favorable connotations. There is
was dropped. But following the
no reason to label Rutledge a
dismissal of that charge.
military flunk out when
Rutledge was served a "conthousands of others have simply
tinuing duty order" by Selective been found physically unfit for
Service and FBI agents which
induction.
ordered him to report for inRutledge has never said his
21.
March
on
duction
Sweden trip was in "vain." To the
reported
Many newspapers
contrary Rutledge contends the
Rutledge had decided to trade turnabout of events concerning
dismissal of the charge for his case has shed light on the
serving time in the Army.
arbitrary methods used by the
Rutledge contends those Army in its induction process.
reports are a complete
Rutledge has noted that in 1966
misrepresentation of his position. when he received his pre-inRecently he said he was prepared duction physical he was found
to refuse induction in any case physically fit for military service,
and accept the consequences of despite medical records to the
that refusal.
contrary, containing information
After these experiences with about a knee injury he received
the press. Rutledge and his at- playing football in 1963.
torney, ferry Berg, decided it best
The second offender is the San
In limit the size of the press Francisco Chronicle.
conference by inviting just a few
It reported Rutledge "has
reporters.
learned seven years too late that
Such a conference was held last he never had to leave America to
Friday when Rutledge announced avoid the Vietnam war."
his official disqualification from
The facts and dates of
the Army because of a torn Rutledge’s long run in with the

Yours In Survival

Fines-effective tool of enforcement?
........-,--- I, i
Last month the Bay Area Air
Pollution Control
District
(APCD) lost one of its important
enforcement devices in a questionable court decision.
A justice court in Benecia,
Calif., held that a provision of the
health and safety code giving air
pollution control districts the
power to levy $500 per day fines
against industrial polluters did
not apply to the Bay Area district.
Technically, the decision may
be considered correct in that the
Bay Area APCD was set up before
the legislation which established
these agencies in other cities was
enacted.
Some smart corporation attorney found this loophole to
allow his company to pollute free

of charge for as long as it takes to
rectify this situation. He
probably got a "well done" from
the corporation president and a
bonus for his initiative.
Since this decision, Assemblyman Alister McAlister (D-San
Jose) has introduced emergency
legislation in Sacramento to
return fining power to the Bay
Area district.
The bill is co-authored by
various Bay Area Assembly
persons including John Vasconcellos of Santa Clara County
and March Fong of Oakland.
In a press release annoucing the
introduction of the measure,
McAlister stated, "What in effect
this refinery is saying is that it
has to obey the law everywhere in

Mano A Mane

Spring means involvement
.ao,..............

Hola todos y que tal? Pues
parece que Spring has finally
sprung ojala que si porque si no
pues todos tendremos que
conseguirnos una chalupa para
poder ir de un lugar a otro. Just
one big hand for all the people
that were involved in making the
"gig" at the Joint Effort a real big,
big happening. There was a real
good crowd and the music was as
expected a todo mecate.
To all concerned people this is
for you. As most of us know
Alviso has, in the past and still
been having its hassles. Seems
that Alviso was annexed to the
city of San Jose and not too much
has been done to improve it. Pues
la gent e de Alviso ya esta cansada
de vivir en tales condiciones.
Ellos are asking that we write a
letter to the mayor and council.
The people are asking that we
write asking for new elections for
the city of Alviso.
Attention, all financial aid
students. If you do not complete
24 units this year you will not be
able to receive financial aid next
year. However, there are ways
that you can meet this requirement. Numero uno, you can
go to summer school here at State.
That will only cost you
somet hing like $22 and $256 unit.
You can also go to a City College
and meet your required units
there.
Pues at any rate if you are not
sure of what exactly you want to
do or are going to do, let me
suggest that you go and talk to
any of the financial aid
counselors. They have their offices at the Administration
Building on the second floor. Go
and see them and they will set

a illle II to i ja%
you straight on what you should
do to make up your unit deficiency.
You know summer is not that
far off and soon we are going to be
looking for a job pues do not fear
for Manuel Carrillo is there. If
you need a "chamba" for the
summer or are looking for one
now, just trip on down to the EOP
Building and you will find
Manuel there on MWF from 94:30 and if he is not there you will
find Lucy Castillo from 9-4:30
and on TTH from 11-12:30. Jobs
come in daily and they will help
you find one of the many that will
suit you.
In case you have not noticed the
semester is half gone and if you
are thinking of dropping a class,
drop on over to the EOP Building
and see a counselor. Counseling is
available from 8:30 to 5. So make
it on down there and see them,
they are there to help so no se
"aguiten" y vayan.
Attention all tutors. I think that
Art is throwing a curve he not
only changed the hour of the
meeting he also changed the room
number. Don’t forget it is
Wednesday at 2:30 in room 115 in
the Business Building. Hey that’s
today.
The community congress is
composed of students and community people, and if you want to
be part of it you should call this
number 270-1053, there you will
be told all that you want to know.
Bueno gente me voy porque
vivo lejos. Mientras tanto
portense bien que no les cuesta
nada. Espero que todos se Is
Ileven despacio y sigan
commando por Is sombre.
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Selective Service do not indicate
he spent seven years avoiding induction.
Seven years have passed since
Rutledge reported for his pre-induction physical in 1966. But that
figure is irrelevant. Rutledge was
not issued a notice to report for
actual induction until June 22,
1971.
Also, Rutledge did not stay in
Sweden for any length of time until after graduating from San Jose
State University in June of 1970.
He then returned to the U.S. on
March 5, 1973.
So at most, Rutledge spent two
years as an official fugitive of the
Selective Service.
The irony of the entire folly is
that Army doctors did not classify Rutledge 4-F (physically unfit) at his pre-induction physical
in 1968. Rutledge said that induction "all depends on the doctor you get." He knew in 1988 that
he was technically unfit for induction. He didn t learn seven
years too late, an army doctor did.
Amnesty for draft resisters is a
controversial issue in this country today. Journalists should be
totally objective in reporting
about events related to it.
The Mercury and Chronicle
reporters, by their bias and
management of the facts surrounding the Rutledge case, might
have unfavorably affected the
opinion forming process.
Hopefully the facts have been put
straight so that others may return
to an objective atmosphere.
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Showdown at the SJSU corral
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One of those classic battles quest for executive privilege and
between newsmaker and to report his comments as and if
newspaper took a turn for the they pertain to the news of
better recently when the Spartan Academic Council.
In covering a meeting which,
Daily said "No" to San Jose State
University Pres. John H. Bunzel. according to its own bylaws,
A few weeks ago, Dr. Bunzel proclaims to be open especially to
asked the Daily to march along to the press, the press should have
gentleman’s the right to call the shots. That
time-honored
a
agreement between university may not be courteous, but it’s
president and university press.
ethical and fair. After all, if Dr.
In what he termed a courtesy to Bunzel wants to be informal,
him and his office, Dr. Bunzel personal and off-the-record with
asked the Daily in his coverage of the members of Academic CounAcademic Council meetings to cil he can always ask for an
report only those statements by executive sessiona perfectly
the president which he himself legal provision of council’s
deemed suitable for publication. bylaws.
What Pres. Bunzel was asking
The president’s comments, by
for, in effect, was the executive the way, are not always terribly
privilege to decide what would be newsworthy. Most of them, in
newsworthy to the readers of the fact, probably would never see
Daily or any other media at the print. The Daily simply believes a
meetings.
newspaper should determine
The only problem there, of what is news.
course, is that the president’s idea
An interesting sidelight to the
of news and the press’ idea of controversy is that the Brown
news may conflictespecially Act, a state law enacted in 1954,
since the man in the tower is the stipulates that all public
newsmaker. And newsmakers proceedings and documents are
are sometimes shy, sometimes open to the press. In a February
cautious, sometimes afraid of the editorial the Daily charged the
image they project.
Act
applies to
Brown
Pres. 13unzel’s image, to be sure, Academic Council. Unalways has been cool, controlled fortunately, according to the
and courteous. Odds are he wants chancellor’s office legal counsel,
to keep it that way.
Academic Council legally is not
So after some consideration public. The Brown Act does not
and discussion the Daily decided apply.
to turn down the president’s reSo, really, Pres. Bunzel could

NI alligo

the state except in the San Francisco Bay. Such a posture is bad
corporate citizenship and bad
public relations."
It would seem that the bad
public relations and bad citizenship is in the act of polluting, not
in the reluctance of an industry to
pay the fines involved.
After all, the $500 per day fine
is not benefiting the residents of
an area who must suffer the
effects of the refinery that
belches out illegal emissions all
day long.
The fine system has been called
the most effective tool of enforcement for air pollution control. Although it is necessary that
the Bay Area APCD have this
fining power, it is still a matter of
after-the-fact enforcement.
A fine of $500 per day may be
quite a sum to a small polluting
company and may serve as an
incentive for that business to
install pollution abatement
equipment.
But to the industrial giants the
the Bay Area like Shell, Texaco,
and Standard Oil, paying
pollution fines is just a cost of
doing business. $500 per day is a
mere drop in the bucket along the
Chevron way.
These big companies are the
real industrial polluters in the
Bay Area. The only way to effectively induce them to stop
polluting our air is to force them
to obey anti-pollution laws. We
should not give them the choice
between compliance with the law
and payment of fines.

No.

il’k II a istspinst
ask to close to the press and
public entire Academic Council
sessions. Instead, he said he
understands and respects the
Daily’s new policy of reporting
previously
"off-the-record"
comments.
The image remains untarnished.

Comment

Paper’s ethics
A headline in Friday’s San lose
Mercury said: "Re-Elect Naylor
Citizens Unite." The story mentioned the "Citizens to Re-Elect
Councilman Roy B. Naylor.",
The story concluded: "A councilman since 1971, Naylor is
seeking re-election to Seat No. 4
on the April 10 ballot."
Another story on the same
page, about Councilman Al
Garza, said: "Garza is seeking reelection to Seat No. 7 April 10."
The re-election of Councilmen
Naylor and Garza would be a
pretty good trick, since they were
not elected to the council in the
first place. They were appointed.
There were two vacant seats on
the city council in 1971, due to
the death of Councilman Kurt
Gross, and the election of Councilman Norman Mineta to Mayor
of San Jose.
Mineta and the four remaining
members of the council chose not
to hold a special election, but
rather to appoint Naylor and Al
Garza to serve out the two
unexpired terms.
As the monopoly newspaper of
San Jose, the Mercury-News has
a heavy responsibility to report
local history, and to refrain from
rewriting it.
Steve Burian
All signed articles on the
Daily Forum page reflect only
the opinion of the individual
writer. Editorials represent the
majority opinion of the
editorial board.
Readers are invited to write
letters to the editor. For quick,
full publication, letters should
be short, preferably one
typewritten page, doublespaced on a 55-space line. All
letters must be signed with
name, student card number,
address and phone for
verification. We will not print
anonymous letters.
The maximum length for
letiers is 400 words, about 15
,column inches.

Distributed by Gosqingelestifimes SYNDICATE

Letters to the Editor
Revenue sharing

1

Editor:
People are so quick to
criticize. Such is the case in
regards to Dennis King’s
proposal for "revenue sharing."
The criticisms have been
various but none have proposed
solutions which would improve
the present voting percentage.
Someone feels Dennis lacks
decision-making
capabilities
because he was only halfserious about his proposal.
Well, regardless of the merit of
his idea he just wanted to see
what student reaction would be
(that he’s seen) for I’m sure had
he backed the proposal 100 per
cent there would have been
those just waiting to capitalize
on his failure in getting student
reactions to new ideas.
Oh, and what about doing
away with student government,
well, what about doing away
with city government, state
federal
government,
government,
because our
representatives are undecisive
and unstimulating, because not
enough people vote, because
politicians come up with new
ideas on the senate floor,
because personal lives are too
complex and time consuming
with no time to keep posted on
domestic and foreign policies,
because...
Criticism, I am sure is a fine
thing, but wouldn’t it be much
more effective if it offered
constructive alternatives and
more responsible realistic

4_.4.
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criticism?
Alan Rees

ROTC response
I would like to present a
different opinion of ROTCtrained officers than that
presented by Ardie Clark. Like
Mr. Clark I spent two years in
the army and I met my share of
officers who hada divine gift for
making life absolute hell for any
man in his command.
Unlike Mr. Clark, however, I
can’t draw any gross
generalizations as to the
character of those men who
commission
their
gained
through ROTC. Like any group
of men, some were good and
some were what can only be kindly called SOB’s. Thinking back
to the year I spent in Vietnam, as
a group, the best officers, both
as combat leaders and as individuals, were ROTC trained.
One officer, in particular, that
I knew would rather pass
himself off as an enlisted man so
that he could spend an evening
drinking with the men in his
platoon than spend an evening
with the brass in an officers
club. This same Officer was
called the finest platoon leader
in the brigade , by the brigade
commander, and had the lowest
casualty rate for the company
during the time he was with us.
If changes are going to occur
in the army, they aren’t.going to
come out of West Point. More
iikely they will be the result of
officers trained in the far more

liberal atmosphere of the
colleges and universities.
David J. Guzzetta

Evaluate faculty
Editor:
Dr. Gilbaugh brings up once
again the increasing dissatisfaction that students feel
towards their professors. I look
at the Tower List a book that
teachers
a
evaluates
performance in class, as having
been created for a similar reason
that unions have become increasingly popular for professors. The Tower List would not
be around if students were not
dissatisfied with their professors; unions would not be
around unless professors were
having administrative hassles.
I disagree with Dr. Gilbaugh
that evaluations of professors
are not necessary, though I
agree with Dr. Gilbaugh that we
can do without some of the
outrageous comments that come
from students.
Even though Dr. Gilbaugh did
not specify clearly why
students should not evaluate
professors, I feel the full blame
for poor teaching methods falls
on the educational environment,
and not on the teacher. The
educational environment
perpetuates the above conditions. It must be held responsible and changed if we are
to create a college environment
conducive to teacher-student
interaction.
Philip I). Martin
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200 instructors

Wounded Knee

settlement near
By STEVEN W. TERRY
Compiled from the Associated Press
WOUNDED KNEEA settlement apparently has been
reached in the one-month Indian dispute at Wounded Knee. Sen.
James S. Abourezk.D-S.D.. said yesterday.
Abouezk said Russell Means and Dennis Bank, leaders of the
American Indian Movement, have disappeared from Wounded
Knee Monday night, and local Indian leaders of the Oglala Sioux
tribe have taken control. They are prepared to meet with federal
negotiators Wednesday in Rapid City, he said.
A federal marshal’ was seriously wounded Monday during a
heavy exchange of gunfire between Indian occupation forces and
federal officers.

Budget sent
for approval
Summer session budgetary
items totaling S21,500 were
taken care of yesterday by the
Budget Committee.
Committee recommendations, which will be
forwarded to A.S. Council
next month for approval, were
these:
A.S. Program Board,
$9,000.
A.S. Recreation. $5.108.
GUI’’, e.
A.S.
Business
$4,887.
Communications,
A.S.
$2,000.
Consumer SwitA.S.
chboard.
The Program Board request
was granted after a $3,000 cut
from the original request submitted by adviser Ted Gehrke.
The Recreation program.
which is responsible for CoSec activities and intramurals. had $1000 lopped
off its initial request.
The Business Office request,
originally submitted for
$5,000, was trimmed $133.
request
The original
represented an increase of approximately $750 over last
year’s budget due to pay hikes
in employee benefits.
The Consumer Switchboard
requisition, meanwhile, was
cut $50.
Each of the agencies will
submit revised and final
budgets to the committee by
next Tuesday.
The committee’s approval of
the $2,000 for A.S. Communications sparked criticism
from representatives of both
the Program Board and
Recreation.
members.
Committee
spearheaded by A.S. Pres.
Dennis King. consolidated
publicity and advertising requests from the Program
Recreation
and
Board
proposals into one, taking
$1,600 from the former and
$400 from the latter.
The move. King explained,
was made to prevent "obvious
duplication" of advertising by
the two agencies and the A.S.
monthly
a
newsletter,
designed to
publication
publicize A.S. organizations
and activities.
Program Board adviser Ted
Recreation
and
Gehrke
coordinator Penny Terry obclaiming
however,
jected,
their agencies would have no
control over their own
publicity.
Committee member Robert
S. Martin, dean of student
services, proposed the
advertising money to administered by the director of
the Office of Student Ac
tivities and Services in conjunction with the A.S.
executives.
The motion was defeated,
however, and a subcommittee
of threeMartin. King. and
(A.S.
Rudestam
Rolf
Treasurer Andy McDonald’s
designeejwas established to
study the issue of control.
will
subcommittee
The
make its report to the main
body Thursday at its next
meeting. at which time the
committee will hear requests
from the InterCultural
Committee,
Steering
Experimental College, and the
Board.
A.S. Housing
After the meeting. King told
of a probably solution of the

Communications issue. The
money will probably be meted
out to the Program Board and
Recreation groups and the
A.S. newsletter will be
published by the office of
Activities
Student
and
Services.

By MIKE BECKER
Teaching isa lob. Like most
employees, the 1,0113 people
employed as instructors at
San lose State University are
concerned not only with
excellence in their profession
but also with their salaries
and positions.
This year approximately
200 instructors are up for
promotion according to Dr.
Robert Sasseen, dean of the
faculty.
To this end, certain codes.
procedures and standards
have been developed at the
state and university level that
govern raises and promotions.
At the slate level, ranks for
instructors have been drawn
up. These ranks are: lecturer,
instructor, assistant professor, associate professor and
’full, professor. Between each
rank there are five steps, each
step represents an automatic
yearly raise. When step five of
any rank is reached an instructor is eligible for a promotion.
Promotions are not
automatic. According to state
codes, the university must
develop proceedures whereby
tenured faculty, department
chairmen and administrators
recommendations
make
regarding faculty promotions.
SIR’ has developed an
elaborate committee system

He and his wife, Georgia,
live at 5907 Clydesdale Ave.
Mrs. Worley is a senior art major at SISU.

lur this purpose. These
promotion commit tees operate
on three levels. There are
promotions
departmental
school
committees.
promotions committees and an
all university committee.
In essence. I best’ committees
evaluate the pert ormance of

each candidate fur promotion
and make a recommendation
which eventually goes to the
president of the university.
The president. in thiscase Dr.
John Bunzel. makes the final
decisions on who is to be
promoted.
According to university

Dare Newton

Candidate Worley
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advertising and promotion at
Eastridge, estimated that last
year’s community turn-out for
the four -day affair was
175,000. He predicted this
year’s number will be 200,000.
"We think the college’s
exhibit actually brought
people into the center to see ft,"
not just shoppers, said Milton.
Ron Bottini of the public
relation office on campus described the departmental
exhibits as a chance for the
community to get to know the
university better.

0..,77)
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In order for a faculty member to get a promotion, his
performance and qualifications must be reviewed by
various promotion committees from his department and
all university committee and Pres. john Bunzel.

Compliance promised

Extinguishers not serviced
By MARK BUSSMANN
Many fire extinguishers at
San lose State University
have not been serviced in accordance with state laws, but
will now be. Byron Bollinger,
superintendent of buildings
and grounds. said Monday.
The
two
types
of
extinguishers in question,
pressurized water and pressurized dry chemical, are required by Title 19 of the State
of California Administrative
Code, to be discharged.
inspected, and recharged annually.
A week ago, a random
survey by the Spartan Daily
found several dry chemical
extinguishers with tags punched only inspected instead of

"Will you give an hour of
your time and a unit of blood to
provide a lifetime for someone
else?"
The Red Cross will be asking that question once again
at San lose State University

Spartagutalli
Toole,
MU Slats Club will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in the Ott, (Innen. R00111. Everyone is
welcome.
Haul Enact Calm House will host a
special spaahet t i feed from 8 to p.m. All
you can rd. for 75 cents. Music will be
provided hy a rock group led by Greg
Harris
Mood Dosetfoos: The American Red
Crain Blond !hive will be in the SIC
loin., ’rule Rum from 0 a.m. until 6
P,m
Bach Tellt: Professor
’,wee Klan
UeAlva ol the Philosophy Department
will &truss The Labyrinth of Solitude"
by Orlavio Poe in the Spartan Cafeteria
Room A of 12:30 p.m.
Speaker/ On Eugene Bianchi of the
Iniversity of Santa Clara will speak in
the 511 Ilmunhum Roomer 12:30 p.m.
Olden Somlow Dr. France. lames of
the National Science Foundation will
speak in DH 135 at 1:30 p.m.
Velveteen for camp counselor positions
are needed for Easter camp for
underprivileged children. All interested
perttnns please rnmr tn A.S Council

procedures. it is up to the candidate and his department to
furnish all evidence necessary
for a complete evaluation of
his performance. This includes peer and student
opinions.
"Student evaluations are
becoming increasingly more

PIC14447of 71.
0...
ry

the required recharged or
serviced.
During the survey, one Daily
reporter observed a water
pressure extinguisher only
being inspected and tagged.
When
questioned,
the
serviceman. Camila Gallardo,
said he was only inspecting
the extinguishers to see if the
pressure registered on the
guage. He said he tapped to
guage to make sure it wasn’t
sticking.
Deputy State Fire Marshall,
Herman J. Schierenberg,
explained the reason for discharging the extinguishers.
"Sometimes the powder in
chemical
the
dry
extinguishers cakes or

solidifies, so they need to be
emptied and the internal parts
inspected." Schierenberg said.
"The pressurized water
extinguishers must be discharged and inspected to insure there is no corrosion from
the water inside the shell."
On Monday. Gallardo said
he normally discharges and
recharges the extinguishers,
but he had received a special
order to service the Student
Union and, due to a time
shortage, he was only able to
inspect the extinguishers.
Gallardo is the only service
man at SISU, but Bollinger
said he will be able to handle
the increased work.
In the past, Gallardo has

Blood donors enticed
by free Herfy offers

SJSU is on exhibit
at Eastridge
African masks, clean air
Toyotas, cooking, miniature
tornadoes, and about 30 other
exhibits are to be shown by
San lose State University at
Eastridge Shopping Center
from Thursday through Sunday. The title of the show is
-University on Parade."
This is the second year Eastridge has worked with SISLI’s
public relation’s office in hosting the exhibits put on by
ver ma campus departments.
Tin exhibits are free and for
the community to view.
lain Milton. director of

for promotion

Codes in faculty advancement

Grad enters
board race
a Poi:, San DSC
all
State University business
graduate, will join seven other
candidates in the race for three
seats on the Oak Grove School
Board April 17.
Worley, 34, is an instructor
for IBM in San lose. He has
been involved in the YMCA
Gra-y and Indian Guide
programs for boys.
"I’m concerned about standardized curriculum for the
schools," he added.
Worley’s other goals for the
school board include more
effective school board
Leadership. more direction in
reaching district goals, more
emphasis on the three R’s and
more teacher, principal and
district accountability for
student achievement.

up

Chambers .1 11:30 cm.
Shwa Dolts CM will meet In IC 208 al
7:30 p.m. Guest speaker will be Gary
Heyne. national photo editor of the New
York Times.
Cdemert: The String Ensemble, directed
by Lauren lakey. will appear in Concert
Hall Cl 815 p.m. Admission is free.
Wedoettday Glossa presents "They
Shoot Horns Don’t They?" in Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 130 and /30 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents.
Thursday
lintrldos Itopealtlare "University on
Parade," a lour-day affair. spotlighting
various !HSI/ departments, offices, and
groups. will open at Entridge Shopping
Center sod will remain open through
Sunday.
Riven& Dons and Patrick Meierolto will
present a recital of duo-piano In Concert
Hall or Ir 15 p.m. Admission is free.
Wet Mort Corks HMOS presenin
"Swampeteam." a rock mimic group iv
concert from atoll pm. Admission to?’,
cvni s.
891U Old Club will meet to the 8.11
Umunhum Room et 7:30 p.m.
"The Arab Wooten" is the subject ol
Thornily’. seminar in the S.U.
Imunhuin Room at 12:30 p.m. Guest
weaker will be Nancy Sulks ot the MU
Department of History.
Friday
lent Mort Cane. Ho.. present.
Headstone," rock music band. Horn a
p.m to midnight Adminion if 75 cent.
MOCHA will meet in the Sit. Pacifica
Boom at 130 pm.
Friday Mite preeente "Botch," starring
Walter Welk.. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 7 and 10 p.m. Adminion
is Sonnet..
Drumm The West Co..? premier of
"Stick. and Banes" will be preeented in
the SISII Drama Department in the
Ilniversily Theatre at 8 p.m. Adminion
is Si for SISI I students and 52 for the
I publor.
multiimege show .
Matomarphoole
will be presented in IC 141 on Friday and
Saturday or 7 30 p rn Adminion Isle..
Sehrelsy
!HSU lap
Amerleao Social
Lome
Organintion will merlin the S
Print. Ballroom at 730 p.m
Aeinvere to Tomeloy’s Chem. Qola are
as follows... Claudette Colbert wa.
Cleopatra." Fredric March was "An.
limey Adverse." Geri Frobe was
/oldlinger," sod Greta Garbo
portrayed the tillerole
a
Anns
K orenins."

when its blood drive program
gets underway at 9 a.m. in the
S.U. Loma Prieta Room today
and Thursday.
The annual Red Cross blood
drive, sponsored by S1SU’s
Air Force ROTC. is offering
free Herfy’s hamburgers to the
first 500 donors as well as
numerous other gifts.
The program, which is classified as a community university project, according
to AFROTC spokesman cadet
Robert McNeese. has set its
projected goal at over 800
pints.
The ot her gifts and prizes include flying lessons, buckets
of chicken (the finger lickin’
good brandj, donuts and free
bowling and pool in the
students games area of the
Student Union.
to cadet
According
anyone who
McNeese,
-attempts to donate" will be

given a chance at the drawing
for the prizes immediately
following the blood drive.
The procedures for giving
blood. according to the Red
Cross, are quite simple.
First, one must show up.
Second, he registers and gives
a brief medical history. Then,
they (qualified Red Cross
his
take
personnel]
temperature and blood pressure.

split his time between the fir:
extinguishers, and other
maintenance work, Bollinger
said, but now he will divide
his time differently.
Gallardo said his job is
literally full time. He is
already three months behind
in servicing the campus
extinguishers. and he will not
be able to service the water
pressure extinguishers in the
Student Union until next October. he said.
When first confronted by the
he
Daily, Bollinger said
believed the water pressure
extinguishers were being discharged and recharged and the
dry chemical extinguishers
were only required to be
inspected.
After consulting Title 19
Herman I.
then
and
deputy
fire
Schierenberg,
marshall responsible for
WU, Bollinger agreed that
SISLI’s policy will be changed.
Since he is in charge of some
campus activities. Bollinger
said he is not able to keep up
with all the new fire
extinguisher laws.
He said he does meet with
thei
but
Schierenberg.
meetings concern campus
not
fire
construction,
extinguishers.
"Because of limited manpower. I leave the fire
extinguishers up to the San
Jose State administration:.
Schierenherg said.

The rest is rest...if one
qualifies,
practically
everyone does, they take a pint
of blood painlessly, while the
donor lies on his back. Taking
the blood is actually the
shortest part of it...about five
or six minutes.

important. Sociology Professor Michael Otten said. He
further noted the difficulty in
passing judgement on one’s
peer.
Criteria for evaluation falls
into three general categories:
effectiveness in academic ass g n m en I .
scholarly
achievement and professional
contributions and activity, Dr.
Sasseen said.
According to appendix C of
the Staff Reference Book, the
first category refers to the
instructor’s teaching ability.
The second refers to his
productivity, such as research
and publication. The final
category
refers
to
participation in organizations
and committees, and community service.
Department promotions
committees are the first step in
the evaluation of candidates.
The individual departments
elect the committee members
who must have tenure.
No member is allowed to
pass on the promotion
recommendation
of any
faculty member of equal or
higher rank. The department
chairman serves as head of
this body.
The committee must decide
upon one of four recommendations: urgently recommend,
strongly
recommend,
recommend and don’t
recommend.
This recommendation goes
into the candidate’s dossier
and is passed to the school
promotions committee. In addition, the chairman submits
his own letter of recommendation.
A candidate is notified of his
recommendation and may file
an appeal which also goes to
the school committee for consideration.
The school committee, made
up of members elected by their
departments, is chaired by the
dean of that particular school.
This body also makes a
recommendation on each candidate; the dean writes an additional recommendation, too.
Finally the complete dossiers on all candidates are
forwarded to t he all university
committee. This is an administrative body appointed
by Pres. Bunzel.
At this level, each candidate
is again evaluated and
recommendations are again
made. This body prepares a
complete classification of all
candidates and presents it to
the president.
Two factors control the
number of promotions
granted. Dr. Sasseen said the
budget is really the deciding
factor. The university can only
afford to give out so many
promotions.
The second factor is a state
policy that only 60 per cent of a
state university’s instructors

may be of the two upper
faculty ranks.
Dr. Sasseen said this policy
may effect the university in
the near future because the
faculty is no longer growing
and fewer new members are
being added to the lower
ranks.
Diane McNutt of the SISU
public relations office said a
proposal that would resand
salary
tructure
promotions proceedures was
put
together by the
chancellor’s office but was rejected by the Department of
Finance.
Dr. Sasseen said another
possible solution might be to
raise the percentage of faculty
members allowed in the upper
ranks.
Dr. Often cited one possible
flaw in the present system. He
said since hiring standards at
SISU have gotten progressively tougher, newer faculty
be more
members may
competent than their
superiors who are judging
them in some cases.
He concluded that academic
policing is notoriously vicious
and intricately involved in any
promotions system

that’s
all we
carry.

Over 4 tons per store.
Including Levi’s for Gals’.
Levi’s Sta-Prest slacks.
It’s the Bay Area’s greatest
selection. It’s yours.
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EAST ROUE MALL
1811 W SAN CARLOS
BETWEEN
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LAST CHANCE!
IF YOU WANT TO GET INTO THE PEACE CORPS THIS
SUMMER, YOUR APPLICATION MUST BE IN WITHIN
THE NEXT WEEK. OTHERWISE, YOU’LL HAVE TO WAIT
TILL FALL.
Openings for liberal arts graduates. majors in math,
physics, chemistry. others.
Call. write or visit:

PEACE CORPS
Room 2203
100 McAllister St.
San Francisco, Calif. 94102
(415) 556-8400

IT’S STOPPED

RAINING

After that one relaxes for a
few moments and has a cup of
coffee. The whole process
takes about one hour.
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From both sides of the coin:
Heads --a ’clever fable’
By MARK HEILMAN
Can a modern fairy tale that
begins once upon a time live
happily ever after an the mind
of a reader? Quite possibly so.
Erich Segal. coming off his
commercially successful novel
"Love Story." has written a
very clever fable entitled
"Fairy Tale" that seasons
social commentary with the
familiar "lack and the
Beanstalk" flavor.
A fairy tale being principally a means by which an
author moralizes about the
values of a society. it is often
also used to expose social ills,
as Segal does rather wittily.
He fabricates a community
of hardy mountainfolk living
in Poop’s Peak, a settlement of
the Ozarks. Their hillbilly
lives center around the sole
livelihood of moonshining.
They keep to themselves but
have given the country some
knowledge of their presence:
"The product of this
unknown region was not
unknown in regions beyond;
Poop’s Peak supplied some 10
per cent of all the likker sold in
Euphoria County. Many
notables swore by it.
Especially when under the influence alit."
But isolation for the stick
community ends suddenly
when the elder. Zeke. decides
to buy their way into the
American Dream and
purchase of a new car.
lake Kertuffel, the most
Paupers (diseducated
tinguished by his "near perfect
24 on an A-B-C test"), is sent to
town to apply his wisdom.
Matching the naivete of lack
(from Beanstalk fame), lake
returns with a handful of
shriveled lima beans. wrinkled but magic.

’lite beans once planted give
rise to a tree which enriches
everybody’s lives. First one
dollar bills appear, then fivers.

Segal doesn t leave inn pessimistic note though. The
artificial will eventually be

The inflationary situation is
taken well in hand by the hicks
and lake once again sets out to
buy that car. He finds a deal he
can’t turn down and makes one
of those deals he is known
fora 87,000 car for only
$9.000.

replaced by the real, he feels.

With no introduction he sat
down and began to sing above
the applause from the
audience. As the lights
focused the face of Neil Young
appeared.
This was Young’s long
awaited concert last weekend
at Winterland. His big one will
be coming to the Oakland
Coliseum this Saturday night.
The show ranged from good
to bad with high and low
points. Young started the
show accoustic, running
through songs from the
"Harvest" album - - "Heart of
Gold." "Old Man" and
"Damage Done."
He also added"( am a Child,"
from his Springfield days.
This song was one of the
highlights of the show with
Young’s whining, sorrowful
voice sounding perfect.
But in other instances where
Young could not control his
voice it cracked.

magnolia’s a durn sight prettier than money."
Yup. That thar is a right -fine
philosophy to sow.

It isn’t long belore the
modern-day giant, Happy
Humphrey, the used car salesman. has snookered the yokel.
Happy Humphrey has the
trade-in, a rare collector’s
item, lake leaves without scar
but has a bag of magic beans.
Once planted, the magic
beans produce a treea
money tree. Happy Humphrey
learns of the treasure when

By IEURY KIMKA
Erich Segal. author of "Love
Story." has written another
fairy tale. It’s called "Fairy
Tale."
"Fairy Tale" is a newfangled
version of the classic. "lack
and the Beanstalk."
The book’s young and innocent hillbilly hero, lake, is
sent by his family to the Big
City to barter for a car.

Segal jumps right into the
contempory spotlight with
this unusual and bright little
vignette that draws from the
tradition of journalistic prose
hammered out by Art Hoppe.
The book falls into the grasp
of popular acceptance because
of the easily understood style
of writing but not to the point
of being simplistic.
Segal uses the book to jugglr
around a few insights into
current Americana:
That the purchase power
of money has the ability to
destroy personal relationships.
That charming country
ignorance has more merit than
the hateful greed and gluttony
characterizing the "Big CBI%
man.

Since this was his 59th
appearance in approximately
75 days, it was understandable.
About seven songs into his
set, Young was joined by his
backup band the "Stray
Gators," led by lack Nitzche.
They proved to be superb as
they played a fine electric
version of "The Loner."
Young’s guitar playing was
crisp and sharp, using the
right proportions. It was after
"The Loner" that things went
downhill.
Six new songs were introduced, the strongest being
"Times Fade Away," a 1950’s
style rocker, while most of the
other songs were weighted
with Young’s boring, sloppy
and repeated guitar riffs.
It seemed that Young’s main
problem was that he didn’t
really care about the audience
and generated his apathy
outward.
Young closed wit hone of his
few older numbers. "Southern
Man." But at that time it didn’t
seem to matter what he did, he
had lost all contact with the
audience.

At the joint Effort at San lose State University, tlqampeteam
(Thurs), Headstone (Fri);
At the Warehouse in San lose. All These People (Fri, Sat):
At the Hatch Cover-Cellar in San lose, Maxwell (Sat):
At Isadore’s in San lose, 151 (Thurs. Fri, Sat);
At the Fog Horn in San lose, Egg Teeth (Thursi Mellow 1Fri);
At the Bodega in Campbell, Butch Wax and the Glass Packs
(Thurs). Trucklo (Fri. Sat);
At the Wine Cellar in Los Gatos, Dirk Hamilton IThurs). More
Mask (Fri). Steve and Barb (Sat);
At the Pruneyard in Campbell. Steve end Barb IThurs); Karen
Cory (Downstairs at 6:00 p.m.), foe Ferrara (Downstairs at 9:00
p.m.), Yankee Hill (Upstairs at 9:00 p.m.) Friday and Saturday:
At Winterland in San Francisco, Frank Zappe and the Mothers,
Freshet and Ruben and the leis (Fri. Sat);
At the Boarding House in San Francisco, Dr. John, the Night
Tripper (Thurs, Fri, Sat);

Jake returns home after selling the family car for a handful of beans.

iptertainment

conducts symphony
Virgil Thomson composercritic, will conduct the San
Jose Symphony Orchestra in
one of his works on April 13 at
8:30 p.m. at the San lose Civic
Auditorium.
Thomson was the New York
Herald -Tribune’s music critic
for 14 years before the
publication folded.
Together with Gertrude
Stein he wrote two rather
successful operas. "Four
Saints in Three Acts" and "The
Mother of Hs All."
Thomson will conduct "The

Seine at Night" which he describes as his memories of
Paris.
Also appearing in the April
13 concert will be Michael
Lorimer. prodigy of guitarist
Andreas Segovia.
Lorimer will play Rodrigo’s
"Concierto de Aranjuez."
Tickets are $7. $6, $5, and
$4, and available at the San
Jose Box Office, Peninsula Box
Office, Downtown Box Office.
Thramm’s Box Office in
Oakland, Ind all Macy’s
Stores.

Mott album
By GERALD CURTIS
There’s something strange
going on in Mott the Hoople’s
"All the Young Dudes" album.
One one hand, the title song,
also named "All the Young
Dudes." is beautifully written,
produced and arranged by the
talented David Bowie.
On the other hand, the
remaining nine songs are the
product of the five -man group.
Mott the Hoople. Only one
song out of nine shines with
any sparkle.
What’s the point?
Well, it’s funny that the only
hit song of the album is
written by the rock star Bowie,
who is famous in his own standing. He doesn’t need Mott the
Hoople to be successful.
What is even funnier, is that
Bowie is the producer of the
whole production. Mott the
Hoople is using the name and
talents of a star like Bowie to
get a head start.
But after a fine head start,
Mott the Hoople has trouble
keeping up the pace.
’rhey have trouble proving
themselves in eight of the ten
songs.
The one that stands out is
"Mamma’s Little jewel." The
song starts abruptly,
sweeping the listener into the
luring beat. Bowie’s sax
lightly blends among Ian
Hunter’s jumping piano and
Overend Watts’ thumping
bass.
As soon as this toe-tappin’
tune turns top speed, it halts
suddenly at the edge of anticipation, sending the listener
head on into the title hit "All
the Young Dudes."
Wow, what a pair of songs.
But that’s only two out of the
whole album. "Sea Diver" is an
attempt at being musically
serious, and included are
violins and orchestration. But
Hunter’s vocal makes "Sea
Diver" below understanding.
The other songs are just
above understanding, and dip
up and down, here and there.
Overall, the songs are average.
But the title song makes the
record,

Greer,
Buckley
to debate

Noel Coward dies at 74
Noel Cow
amo us British
playwright who, Aldous
Huxley claimed, "can take up
situations between the most
superficial human beings and
whip them up into a mountain
of the most delectable
merigue," died early Monday
morning at his home in
Kingston, Jamaica of a heart
attack at the age of 74.
Critics of Coward who
called his plays shallow pieces
destined to die with the passing of hem, have had to eat
their words as a revival of
Cowards songs and plays have
seen a revival in such plays as
"Blithe Spirit" and Private
Lives." Both are playing to
capacity audiences in New
York and London.
By the age of 30. Coward
was lionized as Britain’s
leading man of the theatre but
It was not until 1969 that he
was knighted and made "Sir
Coward."
Coward wrote 42 plays and
musicals, numerous novels
and short stories and two
volumnes
of
an
autobiography. He was
working on a third volume at
the time of his death.
His acting career started at
the age of 11 and continued
into his playwrighting years
when he wrote roles for
himself into his plays.

-The Vortex was his last
play written at the age of 18.
By 1925. Coward had five
plays running simultaneously
in London.
Coward’s plays for all their
wit and elegance revealed the
hypocrisy and triviality of
smart British society. His
comedies of manners
portrayed characters as victims of post Victorian
morality, their lives trapped in
a round of gay activity devoid
of meaning or purpose.
Coward won rave reviews
for his movies as well as his
films. He directed and starred
in a 1943 film in Which We
Serve" the story of a British
crew on a destroyer.
As a composer, Coward
penned the music and lyrics of
three musicals, "The Year of
Grace," "Bittersweet" and
"Words of Music." His song
"Mad Dogs and Englishmen" is
his most famous song.
Born December 16. 1899 into
what Coward called "a good
family" he was privately
tutored but spent most of his
youth in dancing and singing
lessons.
By the age of 12, Coward
having already toured in
several plays said. "I could
have found my way anywhere
around London with ease and I
acquired the inestimable habit

Patrick Meierotto, prolessoi
of music, and his wife Doris
will present a piano recital for
lour hands. Thursday March
29 at 8;15 p.m. in the Concert
Hall. Admission is free,
The Meierottos will play the
works of Schubert, Mozart
and Hindemith.

ilCotch’ film
to be shown
Always elegant-Noel Coward in 1937
it
being complet ely happy
alone."
Although a sparkling figure
of high society in his earlier
years, Coward never married
and within recent years led a

lily of quiet seculsion.
The spirit of Coward’s work
will probably be best
remembered in his own lines,
"I’ll see you again, Whenever
spring breaks through again."

Hawaii $1 5 909
Easter
Charter
8 DANS / 7 NI(.11H

UNITED

Departs April 14 (12:00 Noon) SFO/HON
Returns April 21(11:30 P.M.) HON/SFO
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE. EARLY BOOKING ADVISED.

For further information and application, drop by or call your

SPARTAN TRAVEL MART
Downstairs in the Student Union

William F. Buckley, Jr. and
Germaine Greer continue their
constant debate over women’s
liberation April 1 at 10 p.m. on
Channel, 9.
"Firing Line: Woman’s
Liberation" is a return match
the
vocal
between
conservative. Buckley and
authoress Greer (the Female
Eunuch). Last February’s
Cambridge debate in England
ended with ii Greer victory.

Four hands
play recital

so

Composer -critic

lake returns to buy a $7.000
used Cadillac. The giant
follows lake home and steals
he tree.end,
Happy Humphreythe
gets his just deserves
and the family replaces the
money tree with magnolias.
All true hillbillies know
"magnolias are a durn sight
prettier than money."
What is basically a clever
idea is weakened by the Segal
style. Segal’s attempt to
humanize the Mother Goose
story into a contemporary
adult satire is an artistic flop.
In "Fairy Tale." the Segal
style is mostly alliteration and
other word play. Some of the
puns have been done more
effectively in the TV series.
"Rocky and His Friends."
The writer’s continuous use
of alliteration makes reading
the book analogous to reading
a Thesaurus. The book’s
freshness rapidly disappears
with passages like. "But lake,
despondent, disconsolate, discouraged and dispirited, was
nonetheless not dissuaded."
Another gem is, "Needless to
say. they were elated and
euphoric as well as very happy."
Also. Segal’s wit is disappointing. There’s no punch in.
"This is the philosophical part
of the story. It didn’t say
anything anyone didn’t
already know. But of course,
that is what philosophy is."
Or try this one. "The owl
gave a hoot. At that hour he
was the only one who did."
In short. "Fairy Tale" fails
terribly. Or as Segal might
write. "The carefully contrived, conspicuously cute,
commercially
constructed,
corny composition can’t cut
the custard."
Last and least, the
publisher, Harper & Row.
must think there are plenty of
yahoos with a money tree to
spend $5 for less than 50 pages
of Segal stuff.

The rest is non-history but
can be found in the book
anyway.

That the days of counts
contentment are sadly being
left behindeven primitive
peoples are being turned-onto
the idea of pace-setting in
order to feel fulfilled,

sparkles in

Tails --’Segal fails’

He drives his bargain home.
Closely following is the suspicious car dealer. Needless to
say. the villain discovers the
tree and makes off with it back
to the Big City.

I Where it’s at
By JIM ENGEL
Out from behind the pile of
amps and speakers appeared a
tall lean figure dressed in blue
jeans and a suede coat
carrying his guitar with a
harmonica around his neck.

After the Fender Merchant
removes the artificial tree
from the Pooper’s property.
Zeke imagines a plan to make
all well again.

’55 al.- he says. we got us a
woodshedful o’ greenbacks
already. We kin get ourselves a
mog-nolia tree. And

One song

211 S. 9th Street, San Jose, CA

Phone 287-2070

"Kotch" starring Walter
Matthau and directed by jack
Lemmon will play at the
"Friday Flicks" this Friday as
luck would have it) 7:30 p.m.
and 10 p.m.. in Morris Dailes
Auditorium. Admission is 50
cents.

on
srop

sho

IShopping for arPterials? You’ve come
to the right place. We
carry a complete line
of "name -brand" art
materials. equipment
and tools for the professional and amateur
alike. We’d like to give
you a complete shopping list but it would
take more than this
whole page to tell you
about everything we
have in stock. Why not
drop in to the one-stop
art materials shop this
week and see for yourself.

son

Joie

pant

ond wallpaper co.
78 Valley Fair
Son Jore.248-4117l
365 Son Antonio Rd.
Mt.View941-3600

RED CROSS

BLOOD DRIVE
WIN:

COUPON
WORTH 35c
IN GOOD
EATING AT

HERFY’S

FLYING LESSONS
BY AERO TRENDS
WED. MARCH 28 (9-4)
THURS. MARCH 29 (9-4)
COLLEGE UNION
SPONSORED By AFROTC
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Kauffold rips U.S. judo

owe Hymen

Muddy rugger

BRAD CHA BOVA, senior rugger for the San lose State
University rugby club, sets for action in the Monterey
Tournament last weekend. He calls the game ’thankless’
but "tailor made for gentlemen."

Chaboya loves rugby;
’a gentleman’s sport’
By DON GIOVANNINI
If you can fill the unforgiving minute.
With sixty seconds’ worth
of distance run.
Yours is the Earth and
everything that’s in it,
And -which is more-you’ll
be a man, my son!
Rudyard Kipling
This verse and the entire
poem. "If" by Kipling has been
associated with the sport of
football. But the way athletes
are looked upon as gods these
days, a more human connection can be seen with a sport
such as rugby.

Many players who once
wrapped up their entirelivesin
the violence, joy, agony,
pampering, long hours of practice, drugs, and pressure of
football are now turning to
rugby and finding things football could never offer them.
Brad Chaboya is such a
player.
"Rugby is a gentlemans
sport;
violent but tailor
made for gentlemen," the 5foot -10, 175 pound forward
said.
Chaboya, a senior who
prepped at Piedmont Hills
high school, played football

A lowly finish
for rugby club
By GARY HYMAN
PEBBLE BEACH San lose
State Rugby Club finished a
disappointing 22 in a 32-team
field at the 15th annual
Monterey National Rugby
Tournament over the
weekend.
The Spartan ruggers fell to
the low standing Sunday after
suffering a 15-3 defeat at the
hands of a powerful and quick
Stanford side. The Spartans,
who finished 14 in the standings last year. were pitted
against Stanford as a result of
their performances in the
opening rounds Saturday.
In the Saturday prelims, the
local scrummies lost to Los
Angeles Rugby Club 3-0, and
Occidental College 12-3, while
shutting out the Portland
Rugby Club 6-0.
In the Portland game, Floyd
McGaughgy pulled up 10
yards shy of the try line and
drop-kicked a 3 -pointer. That
rugger’s
the
ended
performance for the day.
After the 2-1 performance,
Spartaruggers were
the
Smnford
seeded against t

side for the contention of 21
place.
The
weather
was
particularly cold Sunday and
the Spartans proved to be
equally as frozen as they
managed to score only on a
second-half penalty kick by
Dave Paul awarded for a Stanford offsides in the scrum.
Meanwhile, the Stanford
side gained 7 points in the first
period on a 25-yard 3 -pointer
penalty kick by Bob
Hurtinstein on a Spartan
of f sides and a try by Eric Test.
Test, a quarterback for the
Stanford
foot ball
team,
managed to pick the ball up
from a loose ruck and sprint 35
yards through the sluggish
Spartan defenders.
The second half proved to be
icing for the Stanford side as
Hurtinstein hustled into the
Spartan try line falling on a
loose ball. The conversion was
good by Stanford footballer
Joe Martin.
In the battle for first place,
the Santa Monica rugby club
utilized its strong forwards to
bruise by Cal ruggers 11-9

Amateur
Topless!!
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
$25 to winner
$15 all participants
ALL PARTICIPANTS SHOULD CALL
734-1454

BRASS RAIL
760 MT. VIEWAL VISO RD.
Full and

Positions Open

his freshman and sophomore
years at San f ose State
University. Through Keith
Lansley his instructor, he
became interested in rugby.
"I’ve played football and
thought it was a really good
sport," Chaboya said, "but I
like rugby alot better. It’s alai
more fun."
He elaborated that on(:
doesn’t get tortured in practice
especially if a bad game was
played the weekend before.
"Sometimes you want to kill
a guy during the game because
of a cheap shot but after the
game everybody is friends," he
commented.
A rugby contest is usually
followed by some kind of a
drinking function, where both
learns get together and have a
good time. This usualIN
happens in football but the
separatism is there, and the opponents aren’t reunited.
"When a games over it’s
over," Chaboya said. He
pointed out that there’s not the
great feeling that the world
has just come to an end simply
because the game was lost.
Players like Don Bunce,
former Stanford great and
reserve quarterback for the
British Columbia Lions of the
Canadian Football League,
and Dave Olerich, linebacker
for the San Francisco 49ers,
have played slot of football
but still play rugby for what
the sport has to offer them.
Both play for the Ramblers
even though an injury might
curtail their football careers.
"It takes as much or more
skill to play rugby than it does
to play football." Chaboya
explained. "Football is such a
specialized sport. In rugby you
have to do alot of things well
or you just can’t cut it."
A good example of this is the
European teams who are much
smaller than the ones in
America. but utilize their
speed and varied skills to
compete equally. How many
football players can run, tackle, pass, kick, and scrum in
one game and do them all well?
Being a great rugby player
nets little than recognition
from other rugby players.
Chaboya feels that it’s kind of
a thankless game that’s hard
I or most people to understand.
Wearing little or no padding,
injuries are common. Broken
noses, cuts, bruises, and
are commondislocations
place because the style of tackling is more of a drag down
type.
However Chaboya feels that
rugby will catch on simply
because, "People are tired of
the pressure in other sports."
But what if rugby really did
catch on in America, and
suddenly every game meant
the world to the coach, and all
the millions of fans. Then it
just wouldn’t be the same for
the rugby players.
Chaboya likes things just
the way they are now.

By PAUL STEWART
"ludo is my life."
Sounds like the title of
another Sports Illustrated
Book Club special.
In reality, this is the feeling
Bill Kauffold has experienced
as a judoka.
"Judo has given a lot to me."
Kauffold stated, "and I like to
think I’ve given a lot to it."
Kauffold is the No. 1 176
pound judoka for coach Yosh
Uchicla’s national championship contingent.
The 20-year-old psychology
major started his judo career
with the Mercy ludo Club on
Okinawa. His father is a
Master Sergeant in the Air
Force, and by Kauffold’s own
estimation he’s moved "26
times in the last 20 years."
"American judo is way
behind the rest of the world."
stated Kauffold," but that’s
because there are no "big"
stars in America.
"If there aren’t any "big"
stars. Americans usuallydon’t
support a sport, and judo
wouldn’t have any big stars
unless it receives some support
from the American
public. It’s a vicious circle.
"Other European and Asian
countries have full-time
training centers and their
considered
judokas
are
honored athletes by their
ountries."
Kauffold won the 176 pound
National Collegiate judo title
and will be one of three
representatives for the
Spartans at the National
Amateur Athletic Union judo
Championships in Atlanta,
Georgia April 6 and 7.
"Bill really works hard,"
said Uchida, "and he really has
a big future ahead of him."
The dark haired junior was
born in San f,uis Obispo, and

graduated
from Hamilton
township High School in
Columbus. Ohio. He finished
third in the 165 pound division
of the High School Nationals
and became a first degree
beta belt in judo when he was
15 years -old.
"I came to San lose State
because of its judo reputation
and also because of its
academic standing," stated
Kauffold. He attended Florida
State University for one year
before transfering to SISU.
"The coach really lets you
develop your own style, while
instilling confidence and a
winning tradition," said Kauffold.
"Bill has a lot of potential,"
said Uchida, "and he’s really
matured mentally in helping
his teammates, as well as
gaining confidence as he
learns new technique."
"When I’m on the mat, I’m
the aggressor." stated Kauffold, "I have to be rough out
there and take command.
Timing, speed and technique
are all equally important, but I
look for the "snap" in it, you
really shake up your opponent, and this in turn gives
you a psychological advantage."
Kauffold, who became a
second degree black belt just
after he turned 18, named
Irwin Cohen, a judoka he faced
at the men’s Nationals in
Chicago, as the toughest opponent he’s ever faced.
"Bill is definitely a vital
asset to the judo team," said
Mary Kusomoto, one of Kauffold’s teammates. "he’s really
aggressive on the mat."
"In judo, I feel that you deal
with "real" people. Nobody’s
playing personality games
with you,- said Kauffold.
"When you go through the

Golfers
collar
Bulldogs
The Spartan golf team
swamped Fresno State
University last Monday. at
wind swepted Silverado
Country Club in Napa.
The linkmen won the match
by a score of 18-9.
Although the Spartans were
victorious in the match played
on the south course, Bulldog
Mike Watney stole the show
with the low score of the day.
He shot an even par 72.
But SISLI’s golfers offset the
line round with some balance
of their own. Phil Barry and
Brian Inkster led the Spartans
with three over par 75’s. The
rest of the scores went as
follows; Dean May 76, Mark
Lye 77, Jim Knoll 78, and Don
Thames 79.
Coach ferry Vroom stated
that the course played very
hard because of a strong wind.
The team suffered several
penalty strokes because the
rough was overgrown.
We’re a long way from
playing to our potential which
can be attributed to the bad
weather," added Vroom. "This
is true also of most of the
teams on the West Coast."
The teams next appearance
will boon April 6, in Galt, near
Lodi, for the 36-hole Pacific
Tournament
"V

The squad went on to sweep
the rest of the matches, winning six in straight sets.
Singles winners by way of
straight sets were Terry
Rodgers 7-58-1. Bruce Kellock
6-26-2.Greg lasonides 6-26-4.
Dennis Gibson 7-6 3-6 6-2,
and Bruce Antal 6-1 4-6 6-4,
rounded out the sweep of the
singles.
In the doubles competition.
Moffat and Gibson won 6-464. Kellock and toe Meyers
were victors 7-5 6-2. and
Rodgers and lasonides completed the mastery 6-4 6-4.
Moffat reflected that the
team is playing well, and that
It was great to beat such a
strong team so soundly.
Coach Butch Kirkorian said,
"We’re starting to put it
together with the good
weather we’ve been having
lately."
He also said that the doubles
combinations are now getting
in some good matches and are
starting to function together
as intigal units.
’rhe Spartans record is 8-1,
and they are well on their way
to bettering last season’s
record of 12-6.
The netmen will face the Air
Force Academy today at 2:30
on the south campus tennis
courts.
Following todays’ match
will be five straight home
appearances they are:
University of Colorado.
March 29. 2 p.m.
Col versit y of Oregon,
March 39, 2 p.m.
Santa Barbara, April 2. 2:30
p.m.
University of California at
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BILL KAUFFOLD (left) takes command of unidentified
opponent in the National Collegiate judo Championships
held last week. The Spartans won their 12th consecutive
national crown, Kauffold winning the 176 pound title.

Stellar Spartan

Gals skin Gators
forsecond victory

Berkeley. April 3, 2 p.m.
Cal State Hayward. April 4,
2:30 p.m.
The Spartans will then be on
a four game road trip which
culminates With Stanford on
April 24, at Stanford.

Spartagals
place second
in gym meet
The Spartan women’s
gymnastic team traveled to the
University of Nevada - Reno
Saturday for the Division of
Girls and Women’s Sports Optional gymnastic meet and
vaulted their way to the
second place team award.
State
Sacramento
University look first place
honors.
Beginning level competition
saw fill Traughber capture
third on the beam. Dana
Carbonaro placed first in
vaulting with Loretta Andro
adding a third in the event.
Kathy Long performed a
strong routine on the beam
earning second place in the
intermediate class. In the floor
exercise she tied for fifth place
while Laura Smith chalked up
sixth on the uneven parallel
bars.
The advanced level group
captured third place with
Michele Moore, who captured
fifth place in the floor exercise.
The women gymnasts will
be competing in a dual option
meet April 12 at Sacramento
State University at 4:30 p.m.
in the Hornet’s Gym.

The San
lose State
Iniversity women’s tennis
team skinned the Gators of
San Francisco State last week
5-1, as the netgals swept to its
second victory in as many
outings.
No.
1 singles player
Madeline Gorospe fell to the
Gator’s nationally ranked
netgal Linda Mitchell 6-1, 6-4
in the Spartan’s only loss of
the afternoon.
Linda Street outlasted
Charlaine Lai 6-4, 3-6, 6-3 for
the SISU victory, as Spartan
Ann Giometti downed her
’Frisco foe Sue Currie 6-0, 6-1.
In doubles action, the
Spartagals swept all three
matches, as No. 1 rated
doubles team of Donna Casio
and Maureen Kennedy
defeated Abby ((corm and
Mona Nakamura of San Francisco 6-2, 6-3.
Spartan netgals Linda Anthenien and feannie Faust
felled their bridgetown opponents. Irene Sakeno and
Karen Howard 6-1, 6-3. The
SISU duo of Donna Kouach
and Nadine Dunning downed
Chris Revel and Cathy
Steinberg 6-3. 3-6, 6-1.
"San Francisco looked tough
in its preliminary drills," said
Spartan mentor Irene Lindquist, "but I guess we were
tougher."
and
"IDonnal
Cosio
(Maureen) Kennedy have a
real good chance of winning
the doubles title," Lindquist
added, "if they can keep up
their present form."
The netgals next matches
will be against Fresno State
University and the University
of Pacific. Saturday march 31
at Fresno.
"(low we do against Fresno

and Pacific will really he a
telling factor for us,"
commented Lindquist. "Fresno
finished second in our league
last year and they look tough
It,.a weal WO."

The Spartagals compete
in
the Northern
California
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference (NCIAC) along
with Pacific, Fresno, Mills
College of San Francisco.
Stanford
University,
San
francisco and Stanislaus State
University.
The netgals loss in the
singles action to the Gators,
represents the first loss in
match play for SISU this year.
P.S.

El RANCHO DRIVE IN
Rated R
Steve McQueen

"THE GETAWAY"
Past Newman

"SOM ETI M ES A GREAT
NOTION"

TROPICAIRE I
5th Week -Exclusive San loft
Drive-In Showing

"LIFE & TIMES OF
JUDGE ROY BEAN"
-RED SKY IN THE
MORNING"

TROPICAIRE II
hung gu

"FIVE FINGERS OF
DEATH"
ENGENCE OF FU MAN
CHU"
All Color Show

510 WeekEnchwive San low
Drive -In Showing

Jack Ullman

"SAVE THE TIGER"
Dustin Holtman

STRAW DOGS"

:.:

ADULTS OVER 1 8 ADMITTED
11

THE PINK POODLE
prese

TOTALLY EXPLICIT
::.

HARDCORE
ADULT MOVIES

::

::::
:.:
::.
:

.:

’

Color and Sexphonic Sound
PLUS
THE MOST PLEASING
AND LOVELIEST

292 179’.

328 SO. BASCOM AVE. OPEN 11 A.M.
.

Calendar
Tue 27 Elvis Duck
Wed 28 Gropus Cackus
Thu 29 Butchwacks and
the Glass Packs
Fri 30 Truckin
Sat 31 Truckin

DANCERS POSITIONS OPEN
DAY NIGHT AND PARTIME
$4 00/hr TIPS
::.

eikak.

Cathay Andereggen

s

81’ 11-91’ VI

I 3111 .51 28,1-9368

Maybe American judo will
finally gel that "big" star it
needs.

!4.

NUDE
DANCERS
TO SERVE AND ENTERTAIN YOU

SAL’S SUB SHOP

fold gives at every practice
and every match.

Jear’;

Spartan netters
batter Cal Poly
The Spartan tennis team
rolled to another convincing
victory Monday, knocking off
Gal Poly 8-1, at the south campus tennis courts.
The netmen have now won
live matches in a row.
Andy Moffat the teams No. 1
man was beaten by Dan
Lambert by the narrowest of
margins 6-7 and 6-7. Lambert
was an All-American on the
small college division.

psychological attitude and
maybe 10 per cent techinque,"
commented Kauf f old.
If you add those figures up.
they total 190 per cent, and
that’s exactly what Bill Kauf-

er

Sports

HAPPY H011
nRAET BEER 13c
MON

same hell everyday with the
same people, you learn to
accept each other, regardless."
he added.
"ludo is 90 per cent physical
conditioning, 90 per cent

:

30 So. Central Campbell
374-4000
No (ever Sun -Wed
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Around Campus
April 16-23.

’Thieu oppression’
The Ad Hoc Committee for
Bach Mia is sponsoring a
Fhieu
workshop on -The
Regime’s Oppression of the
Vietnamese People- at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow and 4 p.m.
Thursday in the 5.1.1.
llmunhum Room.
Anth-’Fri Nguyen, a student
at San Jose State University.
will speak about the ’rhieu
regime and a slide show will
be shown depicting the
-Women’s Struggle in Vietnam- on both nights.

A.S. Easter Camp
Associated St udents and the
Milpitas Youth Center are
sponsoring an Easter camp

The live day activity will be
held at Camp La Honda for apchildren
150
proximately
between the ages of eight and
12.

Volunteers are needed to
help with planning for the
camp. An organizational
meeting will be held today at
11:30 in the A.S. Council
interested
Chambers.
All
persons are invited to attend.

lkailline tor preregistration
with the extension office is
April 1. cost is $29. ’the fee for
registration without credit is
$20 with the same deadline.
Keynote
speaker
Frank
Shakespeare. retired director
of the United States Inlormation Agency, will speak
on the effects of the communication
revolution on
foreign policy. An awards
banquet at the Hyatt House

Spaghotti fast

After dinner music will be
provided by a musical rock
group featuring guitarist Greg
Harris. The music show will
he presented from 8 until 11
p.111.

’the bunt Effort Coffee
House will hold a special
spaghetti feed tomorrow from
ti to 8 p.m. Son lose State
I Iniversity students may buy

as much food as they can eat
I or 75 cents.

The joint Effort is in the old
cafeteria, in back of the
Student Union. St udents must
present student cards to join in
the noodlefest.

from pap 1

Cast

a statewide system while
avoiding the necessity of
creating another bureaucratic
layer.
For this reason the committee rejected the proposal by
the joint Committee on Higher
Education to create a fourth
segment of higher education in
California to handle the
" WIC GUM."

P.R. conference
Lonierence enA tio
titled, "The Changing Face of
Public Communication" will
take place on April 24 and 25.
The conference includes four
seminars and may be taken as
an extension course for one
unit of credit.

Ecologists pedal
People’s Lobby. the
statewide citizen’s action environmental organization is
sponsoring a 40-mile bike ride
known as "Bike for Life" in

Teaching credentials
changed by Ryan Act
cont. from page 1
spectrum.that
"In
Millerick said. "if they
interpret it in one way, it may
very well be acceptable to the
commission, and to the
educatorsin the colleges. but it
may be highly unacceptable to
us, because obviously
students do not have the same
interests as faculty."
Millerick and Nolan have
spearheaded a group of
students who visit state
college campuses, presenting
an hour-long audio-visual
explanation ol the fundamentals of the Ryan Act and
the changes between the two
laws.
"We are working with the
credentialing commission to
influence the decisions made,"
Millerick said. -rhot is our top
priority, because it is this
group that is implementing the
law passed two years ago.
’through our representative
concepts, we advise the commission if they are going astray or are on target as far as
student interest is concerned."
believes cornMillerick
Munication and understanding of the fundamentals of
the law is one of the major
problems facing the commission.
"The commission has had an
immense problem in communicating to the field of
institutions and the scores of
teacher-educators in them
what the law is goinp to look
like," he said.
"That new law, in a sense.
dictate,

will be hosted by comedian
Tom Smothers. an 51511 alumnus.

Trustees propose
college consortium

terms ot
professional
preparation
program."
Millerick and his team have
lormulated and are in the
process of publishing a pamphlet that explains in detail
the implications of the new
law. The pamphlet is the only
commission -approved
document relating the law.
"In the midst of all the contusion is the student."
Millerick said. "who is, by
virtue of the confusion on the
teacher-educator level, even
more confused. He is lost, and
if he is lost, he won’t know
what to do in the transition
period."
explained the
Millerick
SCTA membership believes
one of the biggest problems is
a lack of advisement on the
university level.
"At some of our Ryan Act
seminars," Nolan said. "30 per
cent of the audience is faculty.
It’s almost humiliating that
they knew nothing about the
law and are learning about it
from us"
IIIUSI

’the senior education minor
added that through the
seminar the student is better
able to understand the law.
"instead of throwing himself
at the mercy of an advisor who
may not know what he is
talking about."
"The average student in the
credential program wants his
job."
and
a
credential
Millerick said. "It’s not his
fault. He’s almost been indoctrinated to think that way.
either by his faculty or his
culture. If it is by the faculty,
they are guilty of committing
the greatest crime -they are
teaching them to he grubbling
idiots."
Millerick and Nolan are now
in the process of organizing a
12-man task force made up of
SCTA members whose
function will be to investigate
and interpret the Ryan Act.
"One team will do research
and write policy, and one will
speak to campus groups, in an
effort to make the law clear b.
all affected students,.
Millerick said.

PRE -LAW STUDENTS
Register now for March or Jul7 I SAT review course to maximize your 1.5 AT score.

Instruction exclusively in exam -taking techniques used
successfully by California pre-law students.
1 aught in Berkeley by practicing lawyers.

Santa Clara County on Sunday beginning at 9 amt.
The aim of "Bike for Life" is
to raise funds to support the
activities of People’s Lobby.
which has been very active in
environmental campaigns.
"Bike for Life" raises funds
brought a rider -sponsor
the ride,
stem.
Before
cyclists obtain sponsors who
pledge to donate a certain
amount of money for each mile
that the rider covers.
After the ride, bikers return
to their sponsors with a bike
card which verifies how many
miles they have completed.
The sponsor pays the rider the
appropriate amount of money
which is turned into People’s
Lobby as a donation.
According to Dennis Vierra,
Northern California coordinator of the People’s Lobby. "Bike for Life" has proved
to lie the group’s most effective
fund raiser.
The Santa Clara County
"Bike for Life" route will include eight checkpoints. At
these checkpoints riders will
have their bike cards
validated and continue on the
ride. Participants may begin
and/or end their ride at any
one of these checkpoints.
For more information on
"Bike for Life" or to obtain bike
cards. write or call the
Northern California People’s

Steps to ease transition
in education credential act
1.0111

1111111

page I

lit’ slit.ttlItI study plan consists of 18 units in interdisciplinary
courses
of
humanities, and at least nine
units in English, social
sciences, and fine arts.
"We’re moving toward a
competency -based program,"
Dr. Leu said. "Eventually the
program will be made up of
study modules built upon an
individual program based on
needed competency to teach."
Bill Spring. director of the
SJSU Student
Advisory
Center. foresees no great transition loss under the new
credentialing act.
"No student will be hurt by
the transition," he said. "If
they all came through this office. I would be concerned. But
every education student is assigned an advisor for creden.

t oil ads I senient
Spring thinks there may II,
some credential students who
have not been informed of the
implications of the Ryan Act.
"There will obviously be
some who don’t get the word,"
he said. "Anytime you get 26.000 people together, you’re
bound to have communication
problems."
Associate Professor Dana
Elmore
’elementary
education) stated he is "not
clear" what complications
might be for credential
students during the transition
period.
"My understanding is the
intent of the commission has
been to bend over backwards
not to put hardships on people
in the transition stage," he
said.

MT OFFICE PRODUCTS
TYPEWRITER
SPRING-CLEANING

According to Spring. the
new credentialing program is
"not so radically different than
It is now." He believes the
Ryan legislation will provide a
better program, with earlier
student teaching exposure in
the schools.
"There’s no way on an urban
campus that you can get to
everyone." he concluded. "I
hope our students are getting
the word

parking tees reported to Ho.
committee that "while recent
projections show a slight
deceleration in the need for additional parking spaces, it is
till not feasible to provide the
needed facilities without a fee
increase."
State policy requires the
parking facilities be self-supporting. Higher construction
costs make the increase necessary.
On the issue of degrees in
performing arts. the Education
Policy Committee decided the
CSUC system has an
obligation "to provide for
students with special talents
appropriate
college -level
development
through
the
offering of
professionally
oriented programs."
The committee believes the
system should do more in this
area than train students to be
art teachers in public schools
which it stated is the major
point of emphasis now in the
present system.
Assembly bill 666, adopted
by the 1972 legislature, requires the three segments of
higher public education to
bring
their
residency
determination rules into line
with each other. It becomes
aw May 11, 1973.
Income Tax-5.00 & IF
Secretarial Work
Lucy D. Valderrame
Public Notary
351 Hull Ave
.,an Jose, Ca 95125
phone 286-0613

THE NAME SATISFACTION lu
MADE FAMOUS

RENTAL
DARKROOM
FREE

W COMO

$8.00 sw---/

COST: $75
Course for April 14 1,SAT starts March 28. Course for July
28 LSAT starts July II.
For complete information cull today 1415)254.7045 or write
PO Box 54 Orinda. Ca. 94563,

Lobby headquarters at 235 N.
First St. in San lose. 140$) 2879301. Bike cards are also
available in the Environmental
Information
Center on S. Fifth St. and in the
S.U. Information Center.

conApproximately so
sortia now exist as a result of
agreements between certain
campuses, the most well
known of which is Moss Landing.
Weissich
pointed out,
however, that all these
agreements involve only the
sharing of physical facilites.
The new proposal will be the
first to create a "consortium

degree... In Whet words. a
person living near the Oregon
border far from any campus
could obtain a degree from the
system as a whole rather than
from a particular campus.
While
the consortium
proposal went over with little
argument. it took considerable
debate before the Finance
Committee finally passed a
resolution to increase parking
fees.
The resolution would raise
the rates from $13 to $15 per
semester and $9 to Sit) per
quarter to fund additional
campus lots.
The fee increase, which
would become effective in fall
1973, does not effect the 25
cents charge for coin operated
gates and the 10 cent meter fee.
A special task force on

SIGN
UP
NOW’

ALL PORTABLES AND MANUALS

SPECIAL
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

Miscellaneous
COLOR Darkroom
BLACK AND WHITE Aids

DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE TO CSUSJ STUDENTS
2259 Alum Rock Ave. (Near Jackson) 258-7183

CLASSIFIE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supplement. (Instant Prote,
Vite C. Vita E. Ceicturn etc
Home Cleaners (Basic H L etc
Beauty Aids (Proleinixed Shampoo etc I
John 8 Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Riess
No Pressure
Our incentives are ann.
Every distributor has different goats &
different approaches The lett that Our
natural products really are the finest ma
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures *111
BLOW YOUR MIND
Puma make comparisons
We CIII mak you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
44650 5M 02
297-3866
GUYS AND GALIN
Join a college-sge BALLET class at
harems School of Ballet Basic tenni,
guar’ tar beginning dancers Small
cleases-inoiv;duai attention Beverly
Euhrois Grant Director 241-1300

METAMORPHOSIS II"." /1.-,a/n
a miiit;;m.e show March 30 & 31 730
PM Journalism Room tat Free
MONDAY CINEMA -BATTLE OF
ALGIERS DiR 80 PONTECORVO
APRIL 2 3.30 & 730 PM MD
AUDITORIUM 500

THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 vermly
shops -1940 S let St Ph 293-2323
Open We thru Sun 8-4 30 & 6-5 30 Free
Perking & admission Thousands of
useful items antiques & collectibles

DRAMA nom San Onnntin hy Es-Cnns
Tuns Ant 3 in Ballroom 12 noon 500
Adm Workshop after the ol.

SKIS & SOOTS-Heed Standards 200cm
wibindings $55 Leather buckle boots
sue 11-610 (on mho.) call 277-8233.

WED. CINEMA -THEY SHOOT
HORSES- */JANE FONDA, Wed Mar
28 3 30 & 7 30 PM M D Auditorium.501
FLEETWOOD MAC TICKETS on sale
now in the ASBO April 11 6 pm mess
gym One show only-2.400 seats $250
students re A S card $350 general
LAST RUSSIAN Version of ANNA
KARENINA by Tolstoy. Century 24 in
color/cinema scope in/English subtitles
Mar 29 at 9 am Tickets-50S at Foreign
Dept No rickets lithe door

AUTOMOTIVE
12 VW REBUILT engine NEW tires Best
otter 293-11367 or 277.3448
68 TR-280 ’81 VW Camper 820 S 9th 427
leave note Bk 289 Bldg 0 (New
Gorier’s)
FOR SALE: Honda 250 Excellent $200
926-0413

GOT A Pommy OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 p m 277-3161
_
TALENTED SONGWRITERS
Musicians singers & groups wanted by
Publishing/Production firm 292-2222

MARRIED COUPLE wanted to manage
eats & laundrette Must be capable of
maintenance work 287-4900

00.3U- Tike A S programs hereon cam.
Due’ if not don t
imply for the
program board Apr y I’ ’.45 office

SW PONT. FIRESIRD 350, AT PB. PS.
wide oval polyglotss tires, sport wheel
covers SI 500/beet offer 213-148319 3
PM

r

HAY FIVER Mai Apr Vey?( In lel 12
days of your season get free pills and
$12-22 fOr drug siJdy
3214612
-.113111S IN ALASKA" ...liable now This
handbook covers air fields. summer and
career Opportunities Men YOUR adventuref $300 JIA, floe 1586, AnChoreg, AK
91E10
FREE MOVING BOXES & WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
Boo EGA ESPANA
Wines 4 wine making
1040 N 4th
NATURAL FOOD STORE PRESSNTS
SPROUT & AVOCADO SANDWICHES
356. also MANY OTHER TYPES
SANDWICHES Also MASSAGE
WHIRLPOOL 11 STEASABATH by appt
I. East San Salvador St
FRIDAY FLICKS "KOTCW STAMM
WALTER MATTHAU MAR, SE 7 & 10P10.
MORRIS DAILEY AUG. SOS ADE,
PSYCHO AAAAAAAAAAA ON
personal Growth esPariendli Come SO.
in touch With yourself Starting reldniant
Match 30 to noon Sunday ScieClal
student rates Remstratron necisselliM
Geri 326-6137 afternoons 401 Florence
Palo Alto

FOR SALE

IS PONT. LE MANS EN, Hurst 4-speed
New brakes water pump & timing gear
1850 2776622 or 296-5463

’ID FORD FAIRLANE Perfect 6 cyl STK
1375 Also 61 CHEVY WON Good ahem
5100 Call 275-91E6
’04 MOS. Good condition $800/011er
193-1371 evenings
11IFORD COUNTRY SEDAN, auto trans.
R & H sir Gond diac brakes, goon cond
251-6675 after Rpm
19 MUSTANG 302 Ve 3 sod nen. Power
steering 6 sly ohms belted tires Style
steel rims excellent condition SI 550 nr
make offer
SUPER JEEP 1909 327 Corvette ermine
headers chrome rims roll carte 4-wheni
drive $1950 ;offer 2663895
170PIL WAGON. kInt cool enninelike
new Cornolete tape set-troll760 ALSO.
69 YAMAHA like new $365 Call Yemen
2869362 215 S 17th St 84
CND/, MALIOUll. V-8, clean, excellent
condition good Mei Must sell $400/beet
one 252-3893
ES MUSTANG 10.000 mile on rebuilt
289 engine Good condition Redlo,
heater 4 on the floor Cell 2968010
mornings

A MILLION USED BOOKS. paperbacks
price), ani:1 magazines Neat old
bookstore, largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff 4 Thush Twice
Read Books, 81 E. Sah Fernando berm
2nd & 3rd. 10:30-5.3010%0 with thread.
SAVE THIS AD: Before you purchase
costly stereo equip retail check in/us for
discount prices to SJS students on all
your needs; We guarantee the lowest
prices in the eery Area on such nemeses
Sanas. Pioneer, Maranti, Team. Dual.
etc. Call Astor weekly specials tool 29255r4 Or 252-2028
BLACKLITE POSTERS St 50. PATCHES
7564 UP. INCENSE 25-294. PIPES $100
& UP, RADIOS $395 & UP, LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2200 & UP.
BLACKLITE, COMPLETE 18- $11.96 4’
$22.95 STROBE LIGHTS $1786. GA_
GLO BULB $395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING SI 98 & UP T-SHIRTS $2.00
EACH BROOKS BO E San Fernando, 1
Mk from SJSU Phone 292-0409

PROFESSORS: Attention
Heallv amen Starter income property only
4, blocks from the campus Drive by 323
N Fifth St This is a 5-unrt Nakano-has
not had a vacancy in albino lone tirne R1 Zoned Call Mrs bouscaren person to
person collect at our Burlingame office
(415-34611811 for financial details.
VERY FAIRLY PRICE:tat $47.500 Grubb
8 Ellis Co Realtors,
KONICA AUTO REFLEX T- 2 W-F 1 4 lens
and case Just bought 8270. 295-1/69
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER
40e PER POUNO
ANY AMOUNT Pk 2912984.
FINEST TURQUOISE, & other
gemstones at COZY CORNER ANTIQUES. 3rd & San Salvador, open
Than & Frt only 10-5 PM
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
Uerman. French. & Russian records and
books for sale Reasonable Call 2973890

HELP WANTED

’IN VW SEDAN 8525 UNDERWOOD
haliwriter & stand 545 Snoop eswino
rnsionine $28 Also other items Call 9235817 5.1
ambles
SASINJI
PUPS-Africa’s
hound. AKC Small clean. odorless
Oulu’s! Muntrs
companions
Reseoriabie Call 377-111011
LADIES OICYCLE EscolleM condition
Cell 361-3434

11100
Large studio. sep study MOM
Heated pools, turn w/cerpets
5 min from campus
secluded
297-1200
NICE ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE for
quasi-intelligent person 670 98 S 17th
St 295-7441
ATTRACTIVE, LARGE, CORNER room
in quiet home. Ideal for study. Parking,
kitchen env near campus Serious.
mature man $75/mo. 288-9154.

ONE LARGE BORN. APT. New shag
sign Water & garbage pd Available now
Gail 293-7786751 S 2nd St *4

COCKTAIL GIRL & WAITRESS needed
Olt Red Baron Restaurant in ReidHillyiew Airport Interview In person

ARTISTS & CRAFTSMEN needed to sell
wares al Mini Renal mance Fa.. Sunday.
April 1st Into Call Fludi Leonardi 27/3202

ROOM FOR RENT $60/mo. Private or
Double Girl Pref. BOrme. tantrum.
Private sun yard & BOO, share kitchen &
baths Call Don 29674311,

EARN 525 PER MONTH FOR DOING
NOTHING?
It you have an 01Cler car wine vinyl top let

GUITARS & AMPUFIERIS
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC -new & used
All at discount prices
Uultar showcase 2910 S Bascom 3775664

ISTABUSHED ART GALLERY & CRAFT
SHOP for sale 2 blks from SJSU Inventory fixtures artwork & Iberia maulers
all incl Sacrifice. $500 For more info cell
292-1567 or 295-7925

LARGE 3 BORN.. 2 bath lam. apts
$215/mo. Sisal 399S. 12th St. Call 2551607 Summer rate. $1115.

LARGE 2 BEIRM APT, lust painted Brand
new couch W & 0 Pd Summer rates
evadable Rent S155/mo Primo parts OK
293-7795

us paint half sill with TOPPER. Drive
around and earn $25 per month Call Mr
Wright 591-2681

17 10 FT. SAILIIIOAT, doming,. 4 HP
0,13 lights, jackets. trailer. $1,150. Ph
268-9172

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE Across sum
nom campus lurnish or tilde 1/sculq
nrocired tall 354-4lat

FIGURE MODELING posrtion Light but
serious work for persons of good
CharCler Must be physically perfect $5
to $75/hr. Periodic Box 1385, Mt. View.

IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE.
different used bookstore.
Recent paperbacks at ’some Beet 501-FI
selection in Bay Ares Records. too We
have the books you want & need & best
prices in town Yes, we buy & trade book.
4 records RECYCLE 235 So 1st St 281111
6275

JEWELRY equip for sale Ring mandrel
MO-101. wire was, kerosene lamp.
Nconol. coating tong and crucible 518used once 292-4370 Debi.

STUDIO’S $00 Men Only 620 5 3rd St

OTIS ELEVATOR CO. Is recruiting 4 / 5 /
73 tor sales engrg trainee, motors req.
BS/ME. MBA WI BS / ME. EE Recruiter
S Julien Smith. Mgr 286-3885

FRIDAY FLICKS "KOTCH"
ING
WALTER MATTHAU MAR 30 7 & to PM
MORRIS DAILEY AUG. 304 ADM.
CLERK ;metal for nicht work In liounr
store near SJSU Call at 10AM ONLY on
weekdays 268-7831
TYPING. The Heck with Hunt ’n
Peck-Call e Pro Jon 4 Jey Cleft-Call
297-1127 Reasonable Rates

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE -Great atmosphere imen & maid service. color
T V , Kitchen tom . Ills showers. parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
$691e 549/mo 2969804 or 293-634E
UNIVERSITY CLUB-Co-ed Beautiful
house. firm:Asce grand oleo. color TV,
recreation room, kit priv maid & anent
Parking. courtyard. Includes Continental
damndest Prom $70/nio. 202 So. 11111
203-7374
1 & 3 Minn. apts let rent WO& SIPE 2 & 4
Winn homes for rent $17s& 8250 Dd.
4900

MALE. FEMALE, OR COUPLE NEEDED
in be 2 bdrrn fury apt Incl -prix bdrm
family rrn den. ASK. WY* carpets.
Across from campus. Rent-See offer. W
G mild Call Den or Helen 294-2984
after K M-F

ROOM FOR RENT 1 blk trom campus
Male only Kitchen prly 48 S. 8th St. Call
292-2032 No perk facilities
SOO AND UP, nice, comfortable. guest
rooms downtown, tut priv .293-3910 158
N. 5th St.

SERVICES
TYPING in my North side home.
reasonable Satisfaction guaranteed
283-2739
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s’ Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg - 1924 Harris
Telephone 371-0305 San Jose
TYPING. EDITING. FAST. ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER, CALL 244-6444 AFTER 6:30,
MARY BRYNER
RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract.
Free del. Free service. Call Eschea 2512596.
&electric- Thesie.
TYPING -ISM
reports general typing. letters. etc
Reesous hie rates 263-6895
FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
60 235 E. Santo Cmr St 294-4499.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Passports $4
Weddings 525
Commercial. Ado, PR, Portrait, B & W
Color. 275-0596.
WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing. editing (grad 5 under) Also
Everything for everybody 319-8018
DRUG-ID
Analysis
14151865-1196

Anonymous

SUNNY STUDIO. nicely furnished bdrm.
convenient to SJSU. 8110 Also I bdrtn.
$138 Or 2 bdrrn. $155. Pool 998-2416 or
327-0873.
FREE RENT, one months Free Rent to
students with 6 months rent.’ noreement
Minute@ trinin Craniaos adult end family
sections small oets recreation facilities
2 bdr 2 bath from sirs unfurnished
from $195 furnished 3 bdrm Cols also
available Willow Olen West call 2461474
FOON SIM/ino. New rooms adosa the
campus Kit prisr . utll pd Men at 99 S
91h. women 2718 10111 St Many extras
that must be seen Open daily tor inspection Call 295-8514, 291-8526 or 2879565
LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom opts furn 5130, unfurn,
yew new carpets Ouiet atmosphere nest
the campus 3115 S 4th St Cell Ben 211911363 Or John ssesios
SUPER-LARGE I bdrrn opts furnished
carpeting $135 Summer rates 5115 439
S 4th St Call 996-8819
2 BORN. FURNISHED HOUSE for rent 2
blks from SJS Glrls only. Call after pm.
297-11309
ONE SORN. FUME. Apt for fora 2 Wks
from SJS Gotta only Call after 5 prn 2978309

TYPING
GO Mann 3rd St. Apt 4823
287-4356
Can editTYPIST-FAST, Ac
Mast.. Mc. Nee SJCC, Mrs Mien’.
298-4104
PASSPORTS-I.D, PHOTOS
4 for $350 One day service. Sam-3 pm.
Sat 8 arn tonoon TINKERBELL STUDIO
1040 The Alameda SJ Call 286-5682.

YOU CAN work now Newt Ocienino Apr
2 LW Anoels SAMMY School Open 530
am-630 pm mornino I afternoon sessions also available 730 S 2nd St call
Betty Lowe 293-5630
POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope Contemporary
Literature Press. 311 California Street
Suite 412. San Francisco 94104
DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
plasma program and MOMS Up to
$40/monthly Bring student ID or this ad
and receive bonus with your first
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S Almaden Ave. San Jose, CA 294-8535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 pm
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BARBARA
LOVE, MICHAEL
JO JO
The papa and I send
Missy

Our

reoards

FRIDAY FLICKS "KOTClir
ING
WALTER MATTHAU MAR. 30.71110PM,
MORRIS DAILEY ALIO, 1100 ADM.

TRANSPORTATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domestic/ international programs Contact
JOhn Student Services West, Inc 235 E
Santa Clara, N710 287-8301
EUROPE - ISRAEL AFRICA
Student flights Student doming tours
throughout Eurpoe. Russia and Mexico
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights, Including Middle
East. and Far East CONTACT ISCA
11887 San Vicente Blvd *4 LA Calif
90049 TEL 12131 828-5669, 626-0955
RUSDASCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $387
inclusive London departures Small,
international group camping travel. Ages
15-30. Also Euro., Africa, Indic 3-11
wks. Writer Whole Earth Travel. Ltd . One
1497. K.0 Mo 64141

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Fliohts International, call campus rep Franc. Morales 288-1196
Charter

FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young Moth TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72821
can help you make your GETAWAY. Fly
at 1,3 oft with TWA Youth pusport &take
up to 24 months to pay with FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Call 2257282 for information after 5,00 296E600
for reservations or your local travel agent.
10Th ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE: FROM 5239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN: FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 19181 4517905
1466 52nd St. Sediment, Cs 96819
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
12 available Mont schedules between
June & Sept. to Gernienv. Amsterdam.
Enoland. ...etc Fares start at 5159 For
flioht info call Richard 274-4813.
EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leaving San Francisco on 4/14. returnino
San Francesco on 4/22. 1 way $99 round
trip $1911 incl. tee Also Minneapolis 557
each way For Firoht Info. contact
Pilchard 274-4613
CHARTER PLIGHTS TO
MEXICO
& DAYSE - NIGHTS( INCL. ROUND
TRIP AIRIFARES HOTEL ALL
TRANSFERS PLUS EXTRASAcapulco-29e
Puert Vallarte $2
For into contact Richard 274-4613 falter
5 pm
EASTER

LOST 8. FOUND
BLACK WALLET Contents are of value
only to me Reward Call 287-8538
LOST: 5-month-old female Samoyed
Dopey Pure white Answers to Sonless I
her Morison. 793-2657

love

Before You
Move...

TYPING-term papers, etc experienced
and fast Phone 269-6174
PRIVATE TUTORING ALL mailed,
group ratite Tatrahl by LAMM. Menne,.
In vour home Call 293-1616
TYPING-MY HOME
IBM-SelectrIc or Ex.utive
Los Gatos Arse 3562067

PERSONALS
NATURAL Wedding PhOtOgrePhY looks
like people teal Warm Real Like people
in tom Petersen & Bishop Photography
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argets of Drug Addiction
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The infant addict
Story by Carol Tognetti
Two days after birth, a baby lies in an incubator,
his face contorted with pain. Squealing, crying, legs
hugging his chest, he is undergoing withdrawal
from narcotics.
His mother is a drug addict.
When a woman becomes pregnant while addicted
to drugs or begins using narcotics during her
pregnancy, her baby will also be physically
dependent on the drug. The baby’s life is endangered not only by the presence of the narcotic in
his system, but also the quality of prenatal care
given to the mother has its effect sin his physical
state.
Many of these women become addicted young.
The average age of the heroin mother is dropping all
the time, according to a detailed study conducted at
Metropolitan Hospital in New York. Dr. Louis
Salerno of the faculty of the New York Medical Hospital found that in the 1950s. the average age was
28, but now it has dropped to 23.
Sometimes girls were addicted at the age of 12 or
13, having been introduced to narcotics by a boy.
They were then forced to sell drugs or prostitute to
support their habits.
Tracy, a young heroin addict, is an example. She
had never had any contact with drugs until she met
Bernie. She was 17 and he was 19. Tracy knew of

Bernie’s drug problems before they were married.
He had been using various drugs since he was 12
and had been an addict for three years. She thought
her love could substitute for his drug cravings. She
was wrong.
Their life together was very unstable. To keep
himself supplied with the amounts of drugs he
needed to support his habit, he got involved in
armed robberies and burglaries.
Page 2
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Fearful of their satety, ’I’racy and Bernie moved
every couple of months. Never having the opportunity to make friends or know any kind of
security, Tracy began using drugs too.
After she had been using the drugs steadily for
about a year, Bernie was arrested on a charge of
burglary and possession of narcotics. Tracy sank
into a state of depression. She was alone and afraid;
she was also pregnant.
Many times a woman using heroin or other
narcoticsas Tracy was doingneglects herself by
not visiting a doctor during the critical months of
her pregnancy. Often, she is not even aware that she
has become pregnant. Her physical condition is so
unbalanced that she has missed her menstrual
periods before and so is not concerned when she
unknowingly becomes pregnant.
When the woman finally does contact a doctor, it
may not be until she has begun labor. Even if she has
been in touch with one during her pregnancy, she
may have hidden her addiction from him.
Freda Warren, head nurse in the nursery and
intensive care nursery at Santa Clara Valley
Medical Center, admitted that detecting drug addiction in a pregnant woman is not always possible.
"It is hard to tell. We can suspect if the mother
doesn’t admit to drug use," she commented.
"We sometimes know beforehand if the mother is
on drugs. If she tells her doctor that she does use
drugs, what She uses, and the size of her habit, then
we can be ready and treat accordingly," Mrs.
Warren noted.
Certain symptoms may emerge in an infant to
alert the doctors and nurses that drug addiction
might be involved. Because of poor prenatal care,
the addict does tend to have a lot of problems with
her pregnancy. Premature babies are not un-

common, resulting from malnutrition and the
overall socioeconomic status of the drug addict, as
noted by Eric J. Kahn in an article in the Journal of
Pediatrics.
Other symptoms that reveal themselves in
varying degrees throughout the withdrawal period
are a peculiar, coarse tremor which racks the baby’s
body. His arms twitch, his knees jerk convulsively
toward his chest, and he may even claw his face and
arms until they are iaw (in the most severe cases).
The infant may also have trouble breathing
because of an increased mucus production, often
greenish or brownish in hue. Sneezing, yawning,
fever and high-pitched, shrill cry may also evolve.
The infant sucks constantly as if in hunger, but yet
refuses food. If he does eat, vomiting may occur. A
couple of hours after withdrawal has begun, the infant may emit a loose, diarrhetic bile.
Not all infants born to addicted mothers will
show all the symptoms because of factors such as
impurities in the heroin, irregular usage of the drug
and a mixture of drugs used by the mother. Also,
depending on how often the woman used drugs and
how close to delivery her last fix was, the severity
or mildness of withdrawal in the baby will be
determined.
"If the mother is using a small amount of drugs
and has not had a fix for a certain period of time
before delivery, it is possible the baby won’t go
through withdrawal," Mrs. Warren stated.
"If we know when the mother’s last fix was, if she
has admitted to being a drug user, that can help us
decide how soon we need to start treatment. Also, if
the mother has admitted to drug use, we will watch
the baby in intensive care ward."
The most passively addicted infants show signs
of withdrawal within the first 24 hours of life. There
have been cases, however, where symptoms have

Baby addict
developed up to five days after birth. The danger
here is allowing the mother to leave the hospital
early with her child, depriving it of the proper
medical treatment when the symptoms do arise.
Pregnant women who have previous to delivery
been taken off hard narcotics by way of the
methadone program are still physically dependent
on a drug. Hence, their infant will be too and must
go through a withdrawal period. Methadone
withdrawal by the baby is felt to be about the same
as heroin withdrawal by the head nurse.
However, Elaine Kuiuniemi. psychiatric nurse
consultant for the methadone program in Santa
Clara County. has noticed no withdrawal
symptoms in the babies born to mothers in the
program.
Thailand the doses administered to the patients
may have an affect on the withdrawal syndrome,
according to Ms. Kiuiniemi. An average dose is
thought to be between 80-120 milligrams per day.
The Santa Clara county dose is around 50
milligrams per day.
Before the baby is delivered, the center has
limited the mother’s dose to the lowest amount of
methadone her system can tolerate. If the baby does
experience withdrawal, his symptoms will be
similar to those of heroin withdrawal, but they may
be less severe in nature. The treatment for these infants will be the same as that for the heroin
withdrawal syndrome.
What is known about infant addiction at this time
is limited to the medical treatment of withdrawal.
In her article in the New York Times Magazine,
Sophy Burnham noted that three points have been
established:
The longer the mother has been on drugs, the more
severe the withdrawal syndrome will be for the
baby.
The larger the dose taken by the mother, the more
severe the withdrawal will be for the baby.
Finally, the closer to delivery the mother takes
her last dose, the greater and earlier will be the
withdrawal signs in the child.
Mothers have been known to "shoot up" just
before going to the hospital to deliver and are in a
euphoric high during the birth. This causes the
babies to begin withdrawal soon after birth.
Before the drug-addicted mother and child are
released, a social worker will talk to the new
mother. She will try to become acquainted with the

future plans the woman has made for herself and
her baby. Also, the social worker finds out about
her current living conditions and life
stylewhether she will live with the baby’s father.
her parents, or on her own.
It is not yet known whether a baby who was born
addicted to drugs will be more susceptible to their
effects later in life.
The most dangerous element involved is that if
the child is released to the custody of his mother and
she returns to the same environment in which she
first became involved with drugs, the chances that
her child will also become involved are very good,
according to Mrs. Warren.
lithe mother and social worker feel that putting
the baby in a foster home would be more
beneficialat least until the mother is able to care
for her child herself this can be arranged. If the
woman is ill or not yet financially able to support
the childnot necessarily being an incapable
parentshe may want this type of arrangement.
Pat Wamhof, a social worker at the Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center, stressed the importance of
keeping the mother and child together if possible.
A public health nurse is also assigned to the cases
where there have been reports of drug addiction.
Her duty is to answer any questions the mother may
have about the baby, such as feeding and bathing
techniques. She also may direct the new mother to a
well -child clinic where she will be counseled by a
pediatrician on a proper diet to maintain for the
baby.
During her stay at the hospital. Tracy went
through a withdrawal period along with her child.
She now faces the decision of what to do with her
life. For both their sakes, she knows she has to stay
away from drugs.
If she goes back to the same environment after the
birth of her baby, the chances are good that she will
become involved with narcotics again. As the child
grows up, he may be influenced by the surroundings
also.
The effects of the initial drug addiction on the life
of the baby are relatively easy to resolve if he is
provided with the proper medical treatment. He
was not involved in the buying and selling or
"psychological" addiction of the mature addict.
The greatest problems arise if the child is brought
into the same atmosphere that affected his mother.
The child, too, may then become a drug addici.
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Separating the biker from the car
Bike paths: a place where cyclists are sale from autos
Story by Gary Hiraki
A bike rider casually rides down a narrow street
when all of a sudden a fast sports car zooms down
the same street just missing the bicyclist by inches.
"Damn bike rider!" shouts the driver. "Why
doesn’t he stay on his side of the road?"
Although this little episode is all too familiar to
the avid bicyclist, it is also a case in point that the
bicyclist desperately needs a piece of the road to
ride on.
Statistics seem to bear out the problem of bikeauto accidents.
In the 1970 issue of Motorland Magazine, statistics pointed out that in the United States, nearly 70
million people took their bikes into the streets in
1970. Over 800 cyclists were killed; 38,000 were injured in bicycle-auto collisions. In California alone,
89 cyclists were killed; 8,845 injured.
It is because the bike rider has to contend with the
flow of traffic that many accidents occur. These 26pound lightweight vehicles are no match against a
3,000-pound automobile.
Most accidents could have been prevented if the
rider had clearly marked paths to ride on. Marked
paths with bike signs would further warn the auto
drivers that bike riders would be riding there.
Safety officials agree that bike paths are really
safe only if the cyclists are physically separated
from motorists. But because of economics and the
expediency of establishing bike paths, the majority
of all newly designated bike routes are merely
streets and highways shared by bikes and
automobiles.
Because of communication difficulties arising in
regard to what constitutes a bikeway, a policy
statement was drawn up in which most of the
bicycle clubs in California were in agreement. The
statement basically attempts to standardize some
of the terminology and thus classify the bikeways.
These have been broken down into three categories:
The most desirable, although most expensive, is
the bicycle path. This is a strip, most often paved,
which is completely separated from automobile
traffic. Generally, although not always, the bike
path is adjacent to the existing roadway. These
paths usually have proper markings to indicate the
direction of travel. The distinguishing mark of the
bicycle path is that it is physically separated from
motor traffic.
Bicycle lanes are used as an alternative. These are
clearly marked lanes on the sides of streets or
roadways separated from auto lanes by a paint
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stripe and in some cases by raised dividers.
A third category, the bicycle route, is the most
economical and popular of the three types of
bikeways, but unfortunately it offers the least
protection to cyclists. This is merely a route
designated on streets having low traffic volume.
The bike route may be marked by signs, paint on
street surfaces, or a combination of both.
Other bike corridors, although not officially
recognized as such, are sidewalks, malls, plazas or
other concrete areas where the right-of-way is
shared with pedestrians. Although bikers need to
get to places such as these, this type of bikeway is
not recommended because it increases the
likelihood of pedestrian injuries.
But now that the bike boom has hit Santa Clara
County and the Bay Area in general, miles of routes
have been layed out with posted signs carrying the
green-and-white international symbol of the
cyclist.
San Jose cyclists will be able to cover a vast area
of the city with four proposed demonstration routes
(East-West route, San Jose State University route,
Guadalupe Park route, and the Penitencia route).
With the help of the Citizens Committee for Improvement of Community (CCIC) Bicycle Task
Force, the city council just recently passed the
demonstration routes which would not only give
the cyclists enjoyment but also give the biker a
marked path which would enable him to use the
bike as a means of transportation rather than the
smoggy automobile.
Two of the routes being set up will be on-street
routes used for commuting purposes.
The East-West route is a 20 -mile long trail that
will start from Alum Rock Park and then traverse
across the city and finally end at Vasona Lake Park.
The other route will be the San Jose State
University route which will connect the San Jose
campus with Kelly Park and the Eastridge shopping
center. This route essentially ties in the East-West
route.
The other two lanes being constructed will be
built along streamsides in San Jose to provide a
scenic route for the cyclist to travel. The Guadalupe
Creek route will stretch approximately 4,000 feet
from Curtner Avenue down to Hillsdale Avenue.
The Penitencia Creek route will be layed across in
Alum Rock Park so that people may take in what the
park has to offer.
A master plan map is already drawn up in which

connecting paths will interlock with the main
demonstration routes. On top of that, the master
plan map will provide more clear and designated
routes which will criss-cross all over the city.
But San Jose isn’t the only city recognizing the
bike explosion.
For Bay bikers, the latest intercity cycling plum
recently fell to San Mateo. Clifford Franz, Northern
California director of the League of American
Wheelmen, reports, "We now have 32 miles of officially designated bikeways criss-crossing the
whole city of San Mateo for which the city fathers
appropriated $2,000 for green -and -white
international bicycle symbol signs."
According to City Traffic Engineer Richard
Hopper, San Mateo planned its routing to link with
potential north-south thoroughfares through
Burlingame and Belmont and on. eventually to give
San Mateo County cyclists connections with Santa
Clara’s bikeways on the south and San Francisco Mann routes on the north.
Another path being offered is in San Francisco
where Golden Gate Park has a well marked bike

Bike routes
path system which extends down to Lake Merced
and is separated from vehicle lanes.
Essentially the park is an excellent area for
beginners because the trails are safe, and there are
five bike rental shops available along nearby
Stanyon Street. Bike maps can be found in these
shops along with bicycle patch kits for a flat tire.
Recently, permission was obtained to extend the
park’s bike route through the Presidio to the Golden
Gate Bridge, where bikes are permitted on the east
sidewalk on weekdays and the west side on
weekends. This route supposedly goes through to
Sausalito, but, according to sources, the route is
confusing and vaguely marked on the north side of
the bridge. Hopefully, future planning will alleviate
this problem.
Other bike routes being constructed in San Francisco are separate lanes, but many of them force
bikers to mingle with vehicle traffic.
On the other hand if the biker wishes to take a ride
into the country, Mann County is another area
where cycling has become a fad.
A bike path that is mostly separate from traffic
extends from Sausalito to Mill Valley. Cyclists also
can ride a new Tiburon bike route and the Bear
Valley Trail at Point Reyes National Seashore, The
Bear Valley Trail is open all season and is undoubtedly the most scenic ride one can take.
Another suggested ride in Mann County is the
China Camp Loop consisting largely of flat to
rolling hard -surface road with an abundance ot
scenery and little traffic.
McNear’s Beach Park, an adjoining route to the
China Camp Loop, has swimming and picnic
facilities and is a perfect stopping place. This
circular route which will have marked signs will
start from the Mario Civic Center, where the biker
then rides east on North San Pedro Road.
Oakland offers a scenic bike route past Lake
Chabot down to Knowland Zoo. To the north of San
Jose, neighboring Menlo Park and the Stanford
University campus have bike routes set up for the
biker.
In Northern California, most touring clubs are affiliates of both the League of American Wheelmen
(LAW) and. the American Youth Hostels (AYH).
The AYH incidentally is not just geared for the
younger people, many of the AYH groups have a
large membership of adults and often a few retired
persons.
These touring clubs stage Saturday and Sunday
rides: 5-to 20-mile runs for novices, 30-to 60-miles
for those who feel hardy enough to take the long endurance ride. Annual membership usually varies
from $1 to $9, depending on whether it is individual
or family membership.
Although bike riders will always be scorned by
drivers, there is no indication that the bike boom
will be a passing fad.
According to a California Living article, using a
formula worked out by Cornell University, the
Bicycle Institute of America estimated that 73
million Americans rode bikes in 1970, which put
this activity at the top of mass participation sports.
surpassing boating with 43 million and camping
with 42 million participants.
It can be argued further that many bikers today
are investing in ten -speeds ranging from $70 to
more than $100. Hardly just a fad, especially when
so much money is involved.
Also, many city officials all across the nation
have taken heed to the "ecology awakening." They
are concerned with the car pollution problem, too.
Installing bike paths helps to encourage the citizen
to exchange the car for a bikeat least for short distance rides.
Aside from the obvious physical benefits of a
bike, bicycling is a very practical form of
transportation to go out and explore the Bay Area
In San Francisco, for example, Superintendent of
Recreation Edward McDevitt, who spent his
vacation cycling through Ireland, early in the fall
estimated, "three to four thousand people cycle
through Golden Gale Park every Sunday since we
started closing off John F. Kennedy Drive to autos.
Parade -like groups cycle in from Mario and the
Peninsula. It’s an incredible sight!"
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Being old in a young world

People

Story by Joyce McCollister
A woman sits in front of a window, her eyes
staring blankly. Her thin white hair is a tangled,
unkempt mass around her face. A bedraggled
sweater is pulled tight around bent shoulders.
She sits and rocks back and forth all day,
seemingly not seeing, not caring. This is the way she
lives, with little purpose but to stare and rock.
She is the stereotypenot necessarily the pictureot oldness, deteriorating mind and body, the
antithesis of the youth -oriented America in which
she exists.
There are more than 20 million people in America
over 65, just as this woman is. How do they cope
with a society that extols the young and ignores the
old? How can they integrate themselves back into
the society that booted them out without a
backward glance?
Help comes in the understanding of the problems
of alienation.
One of the biggest problems exists in the
educational system.
"We educate only for careers and middle -age involvement rather than in terms of education for
lifelong living," explained Dr. Lu Charlotte, associate professor in the department of recreation
and leisure studies at San lose State University.
She teaches a course in gerontology, the science of
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aging and the problems of old people, once a year
and also will be teaching a course this summer on
the same subject for one unit. An active middleaged woman, she is spearheading a summer trip to
Great Britian for students to visit and observe
gerontological centers there.
"The first third of your life is spent being
educated for a job which takes up the next third,
leaving the last third vacant," Dr. Charlotte pointed
out. "Education ought to be available to older people
who have just as long a lifetime left as they spent
working."
So it seems logical that youth has much to gain
from this widely experienced group. But no,
American society is centered around the young and
tends to consider people over 65 insignificant.
"A culture that looks to youth as its ideal may be a
backward rather than forward -looking culture, so
that to worship youth is to worship what is behind
us," commented Dr. Peter Koestenbaum,
philosophy professor at SJSU. "I think a young
person has the tendency to experience life as
fragmented and splintered, so youth should look
forward to maturity as the experience of feeling
whole, unified, together."
An irony lies in the young-old relationship.
"It is strange then that the aged have much in
common with youth," said Time magazine in
August. 1970. "They are largely unemployed, introspective and often depressed. Their bodies and
psyches are in the process of change, and they are
heavy users of drugs. If they want to marry, their
lamilies tend to disapprove. Both groups are
obsessed with timeyouth figuring its passage
from birth, the aged calculating backward from
their death day."
Instead of feeling a kinship, though, youth tends
to treat the elderly with what novelist Saul Bellow
calls "a kind of totalitarian cruelty, like Hitler’s attitude toward the Jews."
Age -ism. a distinct discrimination agsiinst the old,
is fast becoming as rampant as racism and sexism.
One of the biggest sources of age-ism is an almost
universal mandatory retirement age of 65. Just as
turning 18 or 21 cannot measure instant maturity,
65 is not the magical age for losing the ability to
cope with a regular job.
"We should depend on the requirement for a job
and the person’s capabilities and proficiencies in
performing it," Dr. Charlotte urged.
"Are there any 50-year-old track stars? No, of
course not; there’s a physiological limit on athletes.
lawyers,
But the self-employeddoctors,
presidents of large corporationscan, and most
often do, continue in their work well past 65. Mandatory retirement causes overwhelming grief
economically. For how can you even plan against an
inflationary system?"
Perhaps because of an almost universally enforced retirement at 65, this country faces a problem
of the elderly poor. One of four Americans over 85
lives at or below the "poverty line." Many subsist
only on their social security benefits which are not
usually over $150 per month.
"There’s an old cliche," Dr. Charlotte said, "that
you can’t save for a rainy day when it rains every
day. Economic problems have a bearing on a great
many thingshealth, housing. food. It all goes back
to how much money you have."
But some effort is being made to help the elderly
poor, and a big boost in the right direction is being
offered at San Jose’s St. lames Community Center.
The senior education center was established in
San lose in conjunction with the City of San lose
Parks and Recreation Department and SJSU
Recreation Department.
It improved the coordination and expansion of
existing services in the larger San Jose area as well
as establishing new programs through SJSU to
provide education and training. When the threeyear federal grant expired, the city assumed financial responsibility on an ongoing basis.
The St. James Community Center is located in St.
James Park at 199 N. Third St. Its attractive cluster
of wood, concrete and glass buildings look inviting,
and that’s part of the purpose of the center.
Carolyn Macon, associate director of senior adult
services, commented, "Many people find out about

us by walking through the park and maybe having
to use the rest rooms. We get a lot of people who
come here out of curiosity, too."
The office is bustling with activityphones are
ringing constantly, people are crowded around
desks talking amiably, boxes are stacked every
which way.
"We’re not very organized," Thom Chivers, an associate director, said with a grin. "but, we seem to
know what we’re doing."
Both Chivers and Ms. Macon are young and enthusiastic about what they do, which is basically
coordinating good times for the aged.
"I’m trips, and he’s clubs," Ms. Macon explained.
"The seniors like one-day trips especially," she
said by way of introduction to her speciality. "But,
we also take weekend trips to places like Lake
Tahoe.
"The one-day jaunts are most often to the coast or
mountains, and picnic lunches are included. It’s all
on a cost -covering basis, so the more that go, the
less it costs."
Volunteers are a big part of the center’s activity.
There are about 20 seniors who answer phones,
type, and do odd jobs around the office.
"This not only helps us out," Ms. Macon said
earnestly, "but it’s very important for them to keep
busy, too. They help give a personal touch to individuals who come in seeking advice or just company.
also employs
work -retirement
The
city
volunteers who work about 30 hours a week, but
can only be paid for 10 or else they lose their Social
Security benefits.
"Most of the clubs in this area are fairly selt-sutficient," Chivers said, turning from the phone. "And
many are not just for seniors, but for seniors with
special interestslike the retired teacher’s club or
the Kelly Park Seniors which is dominated almost
entirely by Italian -born Americans.
"But, we can often provide many services for
themlike arranging slide shows, movies and other
programs. The important thing is the club identity
members gain, the sense of belonging."
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The center has instigated many programs, but one
of the most popular is the Thursday soup program.
"It started as a nutrition program," Ms. Macon
explained, "and developed into a regular thing." It
costs 31 cents for lunch which includes homemade
soup bread, beverage and dessert, and birthday and
get -well cards for the regulars.
"I’ll never forget one time one of the ladies burned
the soupI think it was potatoand no one wanted
to hurt her feelings but they could smell it burning
and were a bit apprehensive. It tasted like starch,"
Ms. Macon remembered with a laugh.
Officially Thursday morning starts with bingo at
11:30 and at 12:15 lunch is served, but many people
come early just to socialize. A short balding man
talks animately about the summer cruise he’s planning, showing everyone his well-worn travel
brochure, and two women exchange information
about their families.
"This is my favorite age group," Ms. Macon enthused. "I’ve worked with every agepreschoolers, teenagersbut there’s nothing I enjoy
more than working with the elderly because they
seem to enjoy life so much."
Older people enjoy life more perhaps because
they see and understand the nearness of death. So
often, however, life is closed off to them. They have
the right to options and alternatives, to make
decisions and judgments, but not enough options
are available to them in terms of accessibility to t he
whole gamut of life.
Asked "do you want to live a long life?" youth
atmost always answers affirmatively. But what
about growing old? Nine times out of 10 the answer
is either "no way" or "1 don’t want to think about it,
it’s a long way off."
Understanding of the elderly’s plight is coming,
but slowly, and they haven’t the time to wait
around. The helping hand should logically come
from the energetic young. What youth dries now
should be the blueprint for their own old age, scant
years away.
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Education

What about sex education

Story by Josie Heckerson

Sex education...remember it?
Just a few years ago it made national news when a
teacher in San Mateo allowed a classroom visit by a
homosexual, and a teacher in Los Angeles showed
to the class pictures of animals in mating positions.
As parents became more aware of this type of
instruction they became more and more concerned.
Some parents shouted, "Sex education belongs in
the homer Others said it belonged in the church.
Still others wailed that it didn’t belong at all!
It has been a good three years since sex education
has been in the news in this area.
What has happened in the interim? Have parental
objections been swept under the rug? Have parents
come around to the idea that such education is
necessary? Are the schools still teaching the subject’? Are the children’s needs in this area being met?
A limited survey of four area school districts
revealed that the reason sex education hasn’t been
heard of for so long is that it is practically nonexistent. This is because of enactment of the
Schmitz Bill which came into being shortly after sex
education began making the news.
The Schmitz Bill, an amendment to the California
Education Code, was put into effect Nov. 10, 1969.
In a nutshell, the bill prohibits the governing board
of school districts from requiring that [moils attend
classes where human reproductive organs and their
functions and processes are described, illustrated
or discussed.

Keith Clawson. vice principal of Castro junior
High School, said. "Teachers are concerned for their
own welfare; therefore, they either don’t broach the
subject of sex education or only touch the surface of
it."
Many teachers agree that a little sex education
can be just as bad as none at all.
A 5 -year-old boy strayed from his mother in the
grocery store. She found him standing before the
egg display, staring. She couldn’t persuade him to
move away.’When she asked why he insisted on
staying there, he replied, "I’m waiting for the babies
to be born ’cause I want a little brother."

Further conversation with this young man went
like this:
Question: What did you learn about boys?
Answer: That it was normal to wet the bed.
Question: What do you mean by normal?
Answer: They said all us guys probably have wet
dreams.
Question: What else did you learn from the
movie?
Answer: We learned that we’ll all get our masturbation periods.
Question: Did you parents tell you about any of
this?
Answer: No! Do they know about it?
One of the fringe benefits of sex education is what
the parents learn from their children, according to
Sam Levinson in his book, "Sex and the Single
Child." He cited as an example the father telling his
son that the stork was going to visit their house
soon. The son replied, "Gee Dad. I hope he doesn’t
scare Mom. She’s pregnant, you know."

If such classes are offered, parents must be Riven
the opportunity to request that their child nut
attend such classes. It requires that instructional
material be made available to parents before
holding such classes. All teachers contacted said
that very few parents appear for these previews.
The bill further makes specified violations of this
law grounds for revocation or suspension of
certification document.
In retrospect. teachers say that the majority of
schools that had such a programbe it called sex
education, growth and development or family life
educationwere not attempting to teach sex.
D. R. Armitstead, director of education at
Campbell High School, said the schools in Campbell
District were teaching a basic science class dealing
with the reproductive system just as they would
teach the digestive system, the respiratory system,
and any other system within the human body. They
were attempting to answer all questions as they
arose, just as they would if they had been teaching
any other class.
The schools were not attempting to spell out all
the ABCs of the reproduction ritual. No techniques,
no favorite romping positions.
Armitstead said, "This probably should be taught
somewhere but not in the schools."
Armitstead said the high schools in the Campbell
District are teaching today much as they did years
ago. They have health education at the sophomore
level, which is a required course. The text for this
class does not list the reproductive system in its
index, and all models of the human body are neuter
gender.
Campbell Union High School District, according
to Armit stead, had been working toward updating
its system of teaching sex education when along
came the Schmitz Bill, and the plans were shelved.
Dr. Peter Grimes, science coordinator for the San
Jose Unified School District, said, "An effort was
made in 1967-69 to institute a comprehensive
program in this area (sex education) but the
Schmitz Bill effectively killed it."
Another accomplishment of the Schmitz Bill is
that the teaching credential is threatened if a
teacher’s enthusiasm to enlighten St udents gets "out
of hand." In sex education there are three prime subjects teachers especially avoid: homosexuality. contraception and masturbation.
Leonard Scroggins, health education teacher at
Campbell High School, said, "I wouldn’t dare talk
about those subjects. I teach them how to have
babies, not how not to have them."
A 17-year-old girl was asked how questions on
such subjects were handled in her class. She
replied, "The teacher just said he was sorry, but he
wasn’t allowed to answer those questions."
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A little sleuthing by the mother revealed that a
child in her son’s kindergarten class had asked
where babies come from and the teacher had
answered, without elaborating, "from an egg."
The teacher felt she couldn’t explain further
because of the "prior notice" clause of the Schmitz
Bill.
A 12-year -old boy, asked if he’d been given any
information about the process of growing up,
answered, "Yeah, at school last year. They
separated the boys and girls and told us we’d have a
boy movie and a girl movie, but ours was all about
girls, mostly. You know...the changes that make her
able to have a baby."

Moreland School District spent four years
developing its "Growth and Development" program
which was written by district staff, assisted by
interested parents.
The philosophy behind the program, as written in
the curriculum guide, states:
Continued on page 10
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Venereal disease?

Story by Joe Dobie

At the end of the long room there is a row of plastic chairs where men and women sit waiting,
looking uneasy. A radio playing an "oldies" station
fills the room with noise while casually dressed
secretaries and clerks shuffle endless stacks of
paper and files from one place to another.
The place is the Santa Clara County Venereal
Disease Clinic.
Cigarette butts and ashes overflow the ashtrays
onto the floor, and the waiting room has a strange
quiet to itan anxious, nervous quiet.
A middle-age nurse steps into the room and calls,
"Eighty-Six. Number 66."
A young man rises and follows her into a small
examining room where they both sit.
"When did your symptoms first appear?" she asks
without emotion in her voice.
"Two days ago," answers the young man,
avoiding her eyes.
"When was the last time you had sex?" the nurse
questions. "Was it with a male or female? How
many times did you have sex?" The questions end
and the nurse leaves; a doctor enters and asks the
young man to remove his pants.
"Looks like you got the clap." says the doctor alter
a brief examination. The nurse returns, takes it
blood sample and asks the young man to return to
the waiting room, where 20 minutes later he is
recalled and informed that he does indeed have "the
clap."
The clap, of course, is gonorrhea. and the young
man became a statistic.
He was one of the 3,732 reported cases of
gonorrhea in Santa Clara County in 1971. Though
the 1972 statistics have not yet been released, the
Santa Clara County Health Department says an estimated 4,000 more persons in 1972 than the
previous year passed through the doors of the
department’s free venereal disease clinic in 1972.

Gonorrhea and syphilis, the two most common
forms of venereal disease, ranked No. 1 and No. 3,
respectively on the national list of communicable
diseases last year, as it has for the past 10 years.
How can a disease proclaimed by the U.S. Public
Health Service in the late 1950s as "under control"
break loose into an epidemic of over two million
cases per year?
There are no clear-cut answers to that question,
but health officials have offered some ideas,
primarily the lack of knowledge on the part of the
public about the symptoms and causes of venereal
disease, and the failure of infected persons to seek
medical care.
Doctors are also placing a great deal of blame on
the "pill." The reasons behind this view of the pill
are twofold: the social changes caused by effective
birth control methods and the actual physiological
changes brought about by oral contraceptives.
Because of the "pill’s" eradication of a former
deterrent to sexual intercoursethe fear of
pregnancyyounger and younger persons are
engaging in more and more sex with more and more
sex partners.
Physiologically, oral contraceptives create a near
perfect climate for the growth of gonococcus, the
bacterial responsible for gonorrhea.
If woman has sexual contact with an infected
male, her chances of contracting gonorrhea are
about 40 per cent. But according to the U.S. Public
Health Service, if she is taking oral contraceptives,
her chances are increased to nearly 100 per cent.
The reason for this is that oral contraceptives for
the most part are hormones that create a chemical
imbalance in the vaginal cavity duplicating a state
of pregnancy. Two of these imbalances are in Continued on page 11
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Story by Courtland Saunders
It is late June in the year 1900.
The Victorian Age is drawing to a close. Victorian
men and women are as stiff and straight-laced as
ever, but the detailed architecture of the time is
already dissolving into the pale 20th Century
monotony of flat, four-sided homes.
In turn-of-the-century San lose, a hard-working
local man takes time from his office work to glance
at his Howard of Boston pocket watch whose broad
white face is smiling out the time in Roman
numerals.

))
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Six o’clock.
Quitting time.
The man clears his desk and reaches for the hat
and collar hanging on a nearby rack. For a moment
he struggles with the collar, then with a twist of his
Continued on page 12
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Sex education
Continued from page 8
"Instruction in the area of growth and
development must be recognized as a facet of
character education since its major objectives include helping each child to acquire greater self understanding, to develop a more meaningful
relationship with other human beings, and to
realize his full potential as a current and future
family member."
It further states: "Our schools serve as a supplementary agency to the home and community
institutions in building attitudes which will eventually permit our youth to shoulder with confidence
the responsibilities of mature adulthood."
Dr. Leonard A. Herbst, assistant superintendent
of Moreland District, said that even though the
programed grade level curriculum offered in that
district is less controversial than some, the teachers
are not required to teach it.
The Schmitz Bill has made it necessary to leave
up to the teachers how much, if any, they want to
teach.
Herbst said, "It’s a question of who takes the responsibility, the school or the home. In school the
students are more likely to get accurate information."
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For example, a 6-year-old asked her daddy what
"pregnant" meant. He answered, "When a woman is
carrying a child." Seeing her mother carting her little brother off to bed, she told the teacher next
morning, "My mommy got pregnant last night."
One teacher said she used to encourage her
students to speak freely on any subject. Now she’s
afraid to respond to some of their most natural
questions for fear it will be misconstrued at home.
She said it was heartbreaking to have to keep telling
the children that they’ll have to ask their parents.
"I know," she said, "if they were getting the
answers at home they wouldn’t be asking me."
Finding parents who really take the time to
explain "life" to their children is sometimes like finding that old proverbial needle. They use excuses
such as, "Why, my johhny is too young to be
thinking about ’that’ yet," or "When he’s ready. I’ll
tell him..."
No child is ready for all the facts in one big jam
session. For any kind of education to take effect,
there must be a constant supply of material to be
learned. A child isn’t taught to read in the first grade
then never let to come in contact with a book again
until he’s an adult.
A fifth grade class was asked by the teacher to
draw a picture of the human body and to label all the
parts of the body for which they knew the name.
They named arms, legs, brain, liver, heart, etc. Only
one little girl drew an arrow toward the area of the
genitals and labeled it "virginia."
Can it be taken for granted that none of the others
in the class knew the names of the genitals? A
mother of a sixth grade boy said she had punished
her child for drawing such pictures and told him it
was nasty. Asked why she did so she replied, "I
really thought he was being nasty. I never thought
he was just curious."
Bill Heber, area administrator of Cupertino Union
School District, said the only thing they have going
in the field of sex education is a set of "badly outdated films" which are usually shown to the fifth
through eighth graders by the school nurse. He said,
"Sex education is a spooky topic."
Spooky topic or not, the fact is young people are
not getting enough information when they need it.
Leonard Scroggins of Campbell High School said,
"These kids don’t know anything when they come in
here." One of the worst results of all may be the fact
that this area has a young population catching
venereal diseases like they think there won’t be
enough to go around.
The Santa Clara County Health Department
reports that gonorrhea is second only to the common cold in being the most frequently reported communicable disease. In this county the gonorrhea
rate has increased more rapidly among teenagers
than in any other age group. People in the 15-24 age
group account for 18 per cent of the population but
for 65 per cent of the gonorrhea infections.
When this news finally sinks in, parents are going
to ask, "How can there be so much VD when the kids
are getting so much sex education?" Of course, the
answer is they’re not getting it or at least not consistently enough to do the job intended.

Here are some actual questions asked by a
sophomore class at one local high school:
Is mononucleosis venereal disease? Do men have
periods? What is the function of the anus? Would it
be harmful for a girl of 16 to have intercourse with a
man of 30? Should you have a checkup for venereal
disease even though you’ve had no sexual relations?
What kind of underwear is best to wear? Can you
get venereal disease from homosexual relations?

For many the answers come too late.
A group of sophomores and juniors were asked if
they go to their parents when they have a question
concerning sex.
Typical replies:
"Not me! I’d have to explain where in the world I
picked up such ideas."
"No...Mom just giggles and my dad blushes."
"My parents would tell me I was headed straight
for hell if I asked them anything."

Now, the circle has almost been completed.
The Schmitz Billwhich reads in part: "Nothing
in this section shall be construed as encouraging the
description, illustration, or discussion of human
reproductive organs and their functions and
processes in the public elementary and secondary
schoolshas been in effect for a little over three
years.
Now somewhere between parent apathy and/or
misinformation and teacher fear, there must be a
way for a child to receive information.
Now the California State Department of
Education has issued a plea to school districts
statewide to "initiate or expand programs of
venereal disease education at once."
Wilson Riles, superintendent of California public
instruction, said in a resource publication for junior
high and high schools, "Because of misunderstanding and misinformation about the nature of
venereal diseases, their treatment, and how they are
spread, the epidemic is worsening." He continued,
"Special legislation had been passed to differentiate
between sex education and venereal disease
education."
Gov. Ronald Reagan has authorized the State
Department of Public Health to use emergency
funds for the development of venereal disease
education.
And, Attorney General Evelle Younger has issued
guidelines to school districts which guarantee no
threat to the tenure of any teacher who assumes responsibility for classroom instruction about
venereal diseases.
Are the school districts cooperating? Moreland
District is giving its junior high students venereal
disease information. Campbell High School District
is following a conscientious program in venereal
disease.
Dr. Peter Grimes of San Jose Unified School District said there was no immediate plan to implement
this type of program. He said parents don’t want it,
and without parental pressure it won’t happen.
"Let’s put it this way," Grimes said. "It would be
way down on the list of priorities. It takes money to
start these programs, and most of our parents feel
it’s more important to teach children to read." According to Grimes, sex education and venereal
disease education "are not worth the trouble."
Bill Heber of Cupertino Union School District
said he believed they had formed a committee to
begin a study to see if there’s a need in that area. He
said he was aware of the epidemic but was unaware
that the Department of Education had issued a request for such programs to be implemented.
Will the new ruling protecting teaching credentials make a big difference in what’s being taught?
The concensus is that it won’t because the credential is protected only if you’re teaching venereal
disease education.
"Children need a lot of information before they’re
ready for venereal disease education," one elementary teacher said.
Another teacher appeared to sum up the whole
thing:
"Now under the guise of venereal disease
education I can talk about most everything that
needs to be taught. I just can’t call it ’sex education’
or my credential will be in jeopardy. It makes no
sense at ell."
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-enereal disease
Continued from page a
ased vaginal moisture and a more alkaline enonment than usual. Both of these are prereisites for the growth of the gonococcus
Aerie responsible for gonorrhea.
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The symptoms, if they do exist, may be mistaken
iy a woman for a vaginal infection and can
lisappear by itself before long.
"We really don’t know "ow long the symptoms
iersist," said Dr. Riggs. "It is very difficult to find
mople willing to act as test subjects."
According to Dr. Riggs, very little research has
3een done with venereal disease. The reasons for
. his are numerous. The main cause of this is that the
research must be conducted with human beings.
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Contrary to popular belief, animals can’t get
venereal disease. Venereal disease just isn’t natural
[o animals.
It’s strictly a human disease.
The only animal that science has been able to
tnfect with the bacteria responsible is the chimpanzee, but even that is difficult.
That leaves man as the only laboratory animal
Hilted for this research, and test subjects are hard to
:ome by. Very few persons are willing to subject
:hemselves to the rigors and complications of
venereal disease.
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"There was
a test done with a group of
isymptomatic men who agreed to withhold
reatment while they were studied, but they all
iropped out of the study within six months." said
Jr. Riggs.
Untreated gonorrhea can cause very serious
iilments. It can cause heart disease, sterility, eye
nfections to children born of infected mothers and
nany other unwanted conditions. It can, though
arely, even result in death.
Syphilis, on the other hand, is a fatal disease. In
ts early stages it can go unnoticed. Often the
nimary symptoms appear internally, or they are
nistaken for something else. People afflicted often
nistake the secondary symptoms for a rash that
:leers up by itself.

Untreated syphilis can become dormant for
ieriods of up to 10 years or longer betore manitesing itself in innumerable forms. Crippling is the
nost common form that syphilis can take. The
lisease can strike and destroy any muscle or set of
nuscles in the body, including the heart.
The two other common manifestations of unrested syphilis are blindness and insanity. As of
,9613. the syphilitic insane in California state men al institutions numbered 311 and cost the
;alifornia taxpayer some $2.1 million. The esimated aid to the syphilitic blind in 1967 in
;alifornia was set at $629,000.
In 1970 more than $4.5 million was spent in
Continued on page 10
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ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

;oorecoccus is a local infection, growing only at
point where the bacteria entered the body. For
s reason the infection is usually found in the
ginal area in women and the penis in men, though
al and reu al gonorrhea are not uncommon.
’Gonorrhea is a local disease," said Dr. Mary
ggs, head of the Santa Clara County Health
ipartment’s venereal disease program. "That
tans it doesn’t travel through the body in its early
ages. Because it is local, most women develop no
mptoms of the disease. They go untreated."
In the March 1972 issue of California’s Health, Dr.
arren Ketterer of the Bureau of Venereal Disease
mtrol stated that as many as 90 per cent of women
fected with gonorrhea will develop no symptoms.
e estimated that some 100,000 women of
iildbearing age in California carry untreated
morrhea.
Men on the other hand generally develop obvious
imptoms within two to nine days of infection. The
yroptoms are at least uncomfortable and are
sually quite painful. Prompt treatment halts the
rowt h of the disease.
It is usually harder to detect the gonococcus
acteria in women. This is because of the numerous
acteria that are normally present in the average
;omen’s vagina. When looking for gonococcus, the
ther bacteria make the search harder, as each
rganism that shows up under a microscope must
checked.
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Continued from page 9
handlebar mustache he is out the door and walking
down Santa Clara Street, his black bowler hat
shading his eyes from the late afternoon sun.
His walk takes him past row upon row of the commonplace architecture of his daylarge homes of
wooden construction, many sporting Queen Anne
towers decorated with ornate redwood topknots
called "finials." Some are surrounded on three sides
by long verandas enclosed with intricately tooled
posts of long and stately balustrades.
Others have porches covered by the overhang of
long sloping roofs supported at several points with
stout Tuscan columns and cornerposts. Heavily
facaded "Eastlakes" with hooded bay windows
stand proudly beside ornate structures of Italian
Villa styling. Shingled exteriors and circular windows of leaded, and sometimes multi -colored, glass
are common to every street.
Many of the buildings typical of that first 20th
Century summer still exist today as functional
dwellings for the residents of San Jose. But a good
many of the ornately constructed buildings which
brought delight to the eyes and hearts of California
pioneers have long since given way to time and
what has been called progress.
Unfortunately, the survival of the old and
dignified homes that have managed to escape destruction goes largely unnoticed and unappreciated
by many people.
To these people, they are simply the outdated
remains of a bygone era with no real worth apart
from the land they are built on. In more than a few
cases the buildings have fallen into advanced stages
of disintegration, and, to many, they are no more
than an eyesore.
But these buildings are more than just leftovers
from the days of the potted palm. They are a testimony to an aesthetic ideology, a lifestyle and a set
of values that was ground into powder long ago in
the greasy cogs of assembly line techniques and an
almost Machiavellian demand for utility, efficiency
and functionality.
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Constructed before the days of electric power
tools, the Victorian houses rose solely through the
efforts of men that possessed an admiration for fine
workmanship and a distaste for a job that was
carelessly thrown together.
Although 19th Century San lose is lost to the
ages, it is not difficult to at least mentally recapture
some of the flavor of the late 1800s simply by eyeing
the design of one of these early style buildings.
What there is to see are pieces of work designed
assembled and purchased by men that took time out
from the rat race to delight for a while in the little
bursts of gingerbread and craftsmanship out of
which they built their homes.
Ivan W. Nelson of San Jose is a woodworker. He
"turns" wooden balusters (upright posts in a
railing) and finials using the same methods employed by millmen of 100 years ago. He has done
some work for people who have wanted to add adjoining rooms to their old-style homes without destroying the continuity of design.
Nelson admits it is an expensive process,
claiming that the major portion of the expense lies
in setting up the machine to produce a particular
design. He recently produced 49 redwood balusters
for a Menlo Park Victorian for which he received
$316.
It is not hard to see that if one were considering
building an early style house in 1973 that thy
wooden ornamentation alone would constitute
sizeable chunk of the cost.
The Division of Labor Statistics and Research in
San Francisco has records indicating that a man
turning wood in 1888 received an average of $3.50
per day while the 1972 union carpenters agreement
guarantees $8.50 per hour basic wage to a man
doing the same work. So while a contractor might
have received the labor of eight man-hours for $3.50
in 1888, he receives the same product in 1973 at
costs in excess of $68 with fringe benefits considered.
In spite of the comparatively low wages for wood
workers at that time, Ivan Nelson says that yet
another factor was responsible for the relatively
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Victorian homes
ow price of the end product.
Ornamental wood pieces were kept in stock by
umber companies in the same way corner molding
s kept today. Since most of the effort was involved
n setting up the lathe, it made sense to run off more
han just a few feet once the machine was ready.
Various patterns in wood were milled and turned
it a rate of hundreds of feet at a time and placed in
;lock. A builder looking for fancy woodwork had
mly to choose from the many different sizes and
;hopes.
Today there is little demand for turned wood, so
:he price of producing a peice here and there is at
best expensive. Six or seven dollars apiece for
balusters in a railing two and a half feet high is not
an uncommon price for that type of woodwork.
Replacing a few missing pieces in an existing
banister could be hard on the pocketbook, but the
cost of turning out enough stock to build a 19th Century style home today could prohibit the entire project for the man of normal income.
But the quality of this old-time construction goes
far deeper than just the time and effort taken in
presenting finely detailed trim. Beneath the
weathered siding and peeling paint of most of San
Jose’s "oldies" is hidden some of the finest and
strongest construction that can be found in the area.
Stronger if for no other reason than that the builders
of old used larger timbers than do those of today.
H. "Skip" Landry, business representative for
Carpenters Local 316, said that lumber sizes haven’t
always been as small as they are today. It used to be
that when a builder paid a lumber company for a
2x4 (the most frequently used board in building
construction), he received a cut of wood measuring
two inches by four inches. These wooden 2x4s were
commonly used for wall framing in the 1880s.
Go into a lumber yard today; ask for a 2x4 and see
what you wind up with. In keeping with the modern
tradition, even the 2x4 has been corrupted.
Measuring only one and a half inches by three and a
half, it is a poor substitute for its stout ancestors.
However, due to recent revisions in building
codes, any discussion involving the size of a 2x4 is
largely academic since some areas now permit the
use of 2x2s for wall construction. Furthermore,
where a wall framed with 2x4s spaced at 16-inch
intervals had been considered to conform to
minimum standards, it is now permissible to space
them as far as two feet apart in some cases.
What brings about the trends toward the rapid
"slam bang" construction that often results in an
ugly flat sided home for many of us?
The problem is almost entirely economic.
Initially, building materials are expensive, and
prices are continually going up. Marvin Nelson ot
Southern Lumber Co. of San Jose says he can
remember selling redwood 4x4s at 10 cents per foot
in the 19308. The same cut sells for one dollar per
foot on today’s market.
But probably a larger factor in the increased
production of less appealing buildings is the emphasis on the time element. Ninety years ago it was
understood that it took several months to complete
the construction of an average size building. Today
most are finished in a matter of weeks through the
use of tools and materials designed to speed the job
along and save the cost of today’s high-priced labor.
Yet, the increase in concern over time expended is
understandable considering the increase in basic
wages in the building trades over the past 85 years.

Bricklayer
Carpenter
Glazier
Lather
Plumber

1888
$5.50/day
$3.50/day
S2.50/day
$5.00/day max.
$3.00, day max

1973
$8.50/hr
$8.50/hr
S8.45/ hr
$8.71 /hr
$7.01/hr

While the farmlands that once surrounded San
lose are gone forever, the homes that are so much a
part of its heritage have not yet been sentenced to
the same irrevocable fate.
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Enjoy by candlelight our wide selection of beer and
wine, sandwiches, and fondue.
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Environment

A center that’s really

for the birds
Story by Gary Rubin
San FranciscoTwo oil tankers collided
today in San Francisco Bay, near the
Golden Gate Bridge, spilling several
thousand gallons of oil. Officials estimate
it will take several days to get the oil
cleared from the bay.

IBRRC co-director Alice Berkner (above)
prepares a healed bird for release while
other patients are shown at various stages
of treatment.

That disaster More than two years ago on Ian. Th.
1971, spelled death to thousands of birds who
became ensnarled in the oil slick on the bay.
Yet out of this calamity an organization was horn,
devoted exclusively to the care and treatment of injured birdsthe International Bird Rescue
Research Center. (IBRRC)
Manned and run by volunteers, the IBRRC has
become a clearinghouse of information and help in
the treatment of birds, either caught in oil slicks or
found injured and sick.
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We all sort of came together alter the big spill of
1971." related Alice Berk ner, one of the co-directors
of the IBRRC. "we became concerned after we
realized that there was no one place to take the birds
to have them cared for and cleaned."
Both Mrs. Berkner and David Smith, the other
director, received nothing for their effortsas do
the other volunteers and two veterinarians who
also help out at the center.
During that first oil spill, a warehouse in
Richmond was donated by the University of
California at Berkeley for use in cleaning the oiled
birds. Now the IBRRC is housed on the top floor of a
building owned by the Berkeley Humane Society.
In over two years of operation, the IBRRC has
cared tor and then released thousands of birds, but
such "events" like oil spills are not easy to
overcome.
From the oil spill in 1971, the center rescued over
1200 birds, yet only 198 survived.
But the facilities at the center include more than
just bird rescue work. In their offices is an extensive
library, one of the most comprehensive in the country, on all aspects of bird life, such as feeding habits,
natural habitats, breeding and other areas.
This information, which is constantly being updated and revised, is open to all who are interested
in any aspect of the nature of birds.
However, care of injured birds is he main function
of the center.
Mrs. Berkner pointed out why there is such a low
survival rate among birds trapped in oil.
"For one thing, you have to realize that these birds
are highly sensitive, and many, despite getting
taken out of the oil and brought back for care, go
into shock and die."
She explained that to clean the birds, the center
has experimented with several different cleaning
solvents, the reasoning being that the perfect
cleaning agent has not been found.
"We are still trying to find the perfect cleaner,"
she said with a smile.
"When we do start the cleaning process. we also
give the birds corticosteroids to reduce stress," she
explained. "This cuts down on shock, which kills
many of the birds."

Birds

NEED MONEY?
Come in and see us. we
typewriters. cameras. etc

loan

money

on

YOUR TAKE OUT

SANDWICH SHOP
17 DIFFERENT SUBMARINES

ieweiry,

We also specialize in:
Diamond Setting. Watch Repair. EarplercIng. Gilts.

Next come a series of cereal baths, said the director, which is repeated until the bird is cleaned
t horoughly and then dried completely.
After this, the bird is cared for, with the center
keeping exact weights of each in order to determine
the proper medication each bird should receive.
To be released, every bird must pass certain
health criteria set up by the center.
"We want to make sure that when a bird is finall
released, it is in top health," said Mrs. Berkner. "You
wouldn’t release a human being until his sickness
was completely cleared up, and we do the same with
every bird we treat here."
Oil spills are a special kind of nightmare for the
IBRRC because of the number of birds treated and
the time it takes.
"During that first oil spill," explained the
registered nurse, "we used some techniques that
were outmoded. Out of pure necessity, we had to
find newer and faster methods of treating the birds.
In subsequent spills, our newer methods now get
the job done in weeks, instead of months."
The center has also found other new techniques
for injured and sick birds, other than those affected
by an oil spill. Mrs. Berkner pointed out an example:
"We found that if you gave certain birds om.
quarter tab of bufferin, it proves to be a great help in
reducing the swelling that is a problem with the
disease of bumblefoot. No one had ever thought of
that before, but bumblefoot is a form of arthritis,
and something must be done to reduce the
swelling."
The nonprofit organization has several goals and
purposes that were established when the IBRRC
was formed. Those goals include cleaning and care
of wild birds and their return back to their natural
environment, making all information available to
the public, and providing training and assistance in
the emergency care and treatment of wild birds for
individuals and agencies or organizations.
To that end, the IBRRC has helped out at several
other oil spills, lending aid in both personnel and
expertise.
They were also consulted for information by the
Environment Protection Agency in Washington,
D.C., when that agency was faced with the problem
of the use of DDT and other persistent chlorinated
hydrocarbons.
Last summer Dutch Duck Plague hit the Palace of
Fine Arts Lagoon in San Francisco, and the
authorities wanted to destroy all the ducks there.
The IBRRC asked to treat some of them, and 30
ducks that were scheduled to be destroyed were
treated and eventually returned to the lagoon in full
health.
In addition, the center has sent out information on
newest methods in cleaning oiled birds to the
University of California at Davis, the San
Diego Zoo, and the Oil Spill Information Center in
Santa Barbara.
Smith and Mrs. Berkner both spend in excess of
40 hours per week at the center, but money or the
lack of it is the big headache the center faces.
"Money is the one big hassle we have," stressed
Mrs. Berkner. "If the Berkeley Humane Society
hadn’t let us use these facilities, there is just no way
we could continue operations."
Because there is no money available, the center Is
absolutely dependent upon volunteers to come
down and help in the cleaning, feeding and general
upkeep of the place.
In serious cases where birds do need more extensive medical care, Drs. James Harris and Tom
Wolski, both veterinarians, are on call to help out.
Harris, the chairman of the board of directors of the
IBRRC, is also a teacher at UC Berkeley. Wolski
is on the staff of the Berkeley Humane Society.
Mrs. Berkner explained that anyone finding an injured bird should seek competent care from a vet. If
they can’t get the bird to a vet, keep it warm and
place it in a box. "Then, give us a call," said Mrs.
Berkner, "and we’ll try and send a person out to pick
it up, or bring it in yourself."
Oiled and injured birds now have a fighting
chance for survival and a place back in the environmentthanks to the efforts of the IBRRC.
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Venereal disease
Continued from page 11
Ca’donna alone in an attempt to control syphilis.
This was the price for treating infected persons for
syphilis who came to state or county agencies for
treatment.
"The one thing we try to stress with people is that
once venereal disease has caused sterility or
blindness, you can’t be cured of that, even though
we can cure the disease itself," said Waleeb
Alkateeb, Santa Clara County health educator in
charge of the venereal disease program.
"These things are all irreversible. People have to
be treated in the early stages to avoid complications. or at least as soon as they recognize the
disease," said Alkateeb.
That is why Alkateeb’s role as an educator has
such high priority within the health department.
His office is decorated with slogans, posters and
buttons. There is a portrait of Queen Elizabeth I
with a sign under it reading, "Anyone can get the
clap." and a button taped to his desk reading.
"Protect your lover, wear a rubber."
Alkateeb’, job is to assist schools in venereal
disease awareness programs and promote
knowledge about venereal disease in general.
His latest scheme was a batch of bumper stickers
reading, "For a recorded message about VD
treatment, dial 289-9476." Alkateeb hopes to get
these stickers on all state-and county -owned cars.
He also has "Strike out VD" match books, comic
books about venereal disease and various other
forms of literature.
Besides Alkateeb, the county venereal disease
program is assisted by a small number of investigators who attempt to contact persons who have
had sexual contact with other known infected
persons. His investigators are aided by a California
statute that requires all physicians to notify the
public health department so the department’s
investigators can contact and bring in for treatment
those persons with whom the known carrier of
venereal disease had sexual contact.
Treatment for venereal disease is relatively simple. In the county venereal disease clinic if a
person’s lab test shows positive, he is treated on the
spot with antibiotics.
The symptoms, if any, clear up within one or two
days, but the patient must return for another checkup after one week to see if he has been cured. For
men, one checkup is sufficient, but doctors require
two consecutive negative responses before a cure is
pronounced for a woman.

Lately, doctors have found that specific strains of
gonococcus bacteria have become resistant to
certain antibiotics. Occasionally a person will not
respond to treatment. This is discovered in the
second or third visits to the clinic, in which case
larger and different doses of antibiotics are administered.
It is possible, and occurs in a small percentage of
cases, to contract syphilis and gonorrhea at the
same time. Because the incubation period for
syphilis is much longer that gonorrhea, a person
will develop symptoms of gonorrhea but not of
syphilis, though he may have both diseases.
The antibiotics given a person for the gonorrhea
will make it impossible for up to three months to
determine if a person has syphilis as well,
treated for gonorrhea at the county free
clinic are asked to return after that three-month
period for another blood test for syphilis.
Syphilis and gonorrhea are the two most common
venereal diseases of the five different and unrelated
diseases grouped under the heading of venereal
disease. The other three are chancroid, granuloma
inguinale, and lymphogranulome venereum.
These three rarely occur and have distinctly
severe and pronounced symptoms.
The only thing these five diseases have in common is they are all contracted by way ot sexual contact.
They have traditionally been called venereal
diseases after Venus, goddess of love.
Lately, medical research has turned up several
other diseases that are also transmitted in the same
manner, but these have been fortunate enough to
have escaped the social stigma attached to the label
venereal disease.
Often they are euphemistically referred to as nonspecific infections or even pars-venereal diseases.
The number of persons infected annually with the
five venereal diseases as well as the non-specific
infections make this group the most destructive
group of diseases that this nation is currently faced
with.
"We feel VD is the country’s biggest health
problem. There is research being done, but it is difficult and slow," said Dr. Riggs.
No vaccine has yet been found to immunize
people against either gonorrhea or syphilis, though
according to medical journals there has been a
breakthrough in research concerning a possible im-

munization against syphilis.
Dr. Walter Smartt, former director of the Lc
Angeles County Health Department, ran at
experiment in which he administered small doses
the antibiotic tetracycline regularly to homosexual
with histories of venereal disease.
Dr. Smartt stepped down from his position will
the department before the study was complete, bu
he said he felt the small regular doses of tetracyclint
helped reduce incidents of venereal disease amon$
the test subjects even though the study was forcec
to be terminated prematurely.
According to medical authorities, there is no sure
prevention of venereal disease other than absten,
lion from sexual intercourse. Prophylactics con.
siderably reduce a person’s chances of contracting
the disease, but condoms are not 100 per cent effective.
"We recommend prophylactics, and we urge
women to douche immediately after intercourse ant
men to urinate as soon as possible afterwards. We
think it is also helpful to wash thoroughly with soar
and water immediately after sex to help prevent
contracting VD," stated Dr. Riggs. "We can’t be sure
of it because we have no research to back us up, but
we think it reduces the chances of infection."
With the number of persons who contract
venereal disease rising annually, things can only
get worse until people are educated about venereal
diseases.
When people are capable of recognizin
symptoms immediately and seeking attentio
before infecting others, the spread of disease wl
begin to slow down.
In order for this to occur, schools will have to
carry the burden of venereal disease education
More than 75 per cent of the cases of venereaI
disease occur in persons under 30 years of age. If
schools can somehow manage to get the message to
children through all the commotion over sex
education, the rate can only drop.
The only other hope is for vaccines for gonorrhea
and syphilis, which are not likely in the near future.
The rate of incidences of venereal disease doubled
between 1960 and 1965. In 1972 more than 350,000
out of every one million persons in Santa Clara
County contracted venereal disease.
At the present rate of increase, half the
population of the county at some time will have
venereal disease within a few years.
When this occurs, no one will be safe from the
plague.

What he needs,
money can’t buy.
Frankie Covello’s mother works in a hospital. She puts in a lot of overtime.
So Frankie takes care of his five brothers and sisters.
Frankie never met his father.
Last summer, he and three buddies got arrested for stripping cars. He got
off with a probation and a warning. Next time it’ll be the state reform school.
Frankie’s mother loves him, but he needs someone to talk to. Man to man.
Someone who thinks there’s more to life than gang fights, pushing drugs
or rolling bums.
Someone like you.
We know lots of fatherless kids like Frankie who need you. And we know
a lot of other people who need you, too. Guys in veterans’ hospitals. Unwed
mothers. Old people. Blind people. Patients in mental institutions.
If you can help, even for a few hours, call your local Voluntary Action
Center, or write to: "Volunteer," Washington, D.C. 20013.
What we need money can’t buy.

We need youS9

The National Center for Voluntary Action,
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